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The man in the blue and white van
from

Auchterhouse
to
Skye

●
●

Bespoke windows and doors, conservatories, sunrooms and orangeries.
Call 0800 200 444 or visit crsmith.co.uk

CR Smith, Gardeners Street, Dunfermline, KY12 0RN. Registered in Scotland

.

●

Replacement Double Glazed Units ● Conservatory Roof Upgrades
Draughts & Seals ● Replacement Locks, Handles & Hinges
Conservatory Cleaning & Repairs ● Internal Finishes

from

fix@crsmith.co.uk I 0800 977 8800 I crsmith.co.uk/fix

Welcome
knew we had something special.
Every year since, The Shoot has got
better and better. Just as many of the
faces have stayed the same (aged a little
perhaps, but full of character and all the
better for it), new friendships have also
evolved, business deals have been sealed
and more and more people have taken
up clay pigeon shooting. The Shoot is so
much more than a charity fundraiser.
These days, The Shoot starts with an
army of volunteers who turn out to help.
We have a network of supporters who
donate prizes and services. Then there
are our guests who make up The Shoot
‘family’, and who come together in a
spirit of generosity every year to have
fun and support good causes.

The very first Shoot involved just twenty
teams of gentlemen shooters. We didn’t
have entertainment in those days and
there were no wives or partners present.
We had just 15 auction prizes and the
target was £20k for our charity.
Fay Bancewicz and I ran the whole thing
and we raised over £60k.
There was an undeniable spirit about
the event even then and we immediately

This year we are raising much needed
funds for Maggie’s, JDRF, Seamab School
and CLIC Sargent and you can read
about the great work these charities do
just over the page. You can see the fun
we have doing it by checking out the
pictures on pages 91 and 92.
There is nothing quite like the great spirit
of The Shoot. Welcome and enjoy your
day.
Gerard Eadie CBE

The Shoot Charities
Scotland has the world’s third-highest incidence of
type 1 diabetes with more than 30,000 adults and
children living with the auto-immune condition.
Rates are rapidly on the rise, particularly in children
under five with an annual increase rate of 5 per cent.
JDRF is the type 1 diabetes research charity, funding
and co-ordinating ground breaking clinical studies
around the world. In Scotland, one JDRF-funded
study is being led by Professor Rory McCrimmon
at the University of Dundee. Our funds will go to
support this research, capitalising on Scotland’s
world-leading biotech and life science experts to help
improve the lives of those living with the condition
and one day eradicate it for good.
Built in the grounds of NHS hospitals, Maggie’s
drop-in centres are warm and welcoming places,
with qualified professionals on hand to offer
support, information and practical advice.
The charity’s aim is to make the biggest difference
possible to people living with cancer and their
family and friends. For people with cancer, this
support is vital.
Maggie’s first opened in Edinburgh in 1996 and
there are now 24 centres across the UK and abroad,
with more planned to open. Last year the centres
welcomed over 280,000 visits, with the numbers
expected to rise substantially in years to come.

Seamab is a charity that provides care and
education for children from across Scotland who
are aged five and older and have experienced
significant trauma, abuse and loss. This includes
neglect, physical abuse, sexual abuse and
emotional abuse.
Seamab has a highly skilled, dedicated and
energetic team, who are able to work with the most
vulnerable and challenging children, supporting
them with an individualised programme for care
and education, and helping them to heal, grow and
learn.
Plans are in place for much-needed improvements
to the school and our funds will help support this.
Those first days, weeks and months after a cancer
diagnosis are overwhelming, all the more so when
it’s a child receiving the diagnosis.
Across the UK, CLIC Sargent is there from day
one to help families cope and provide support in a
number of key ways including: financial assistance;
day to day support from social workers and play
specialists; expert home care from nurses; Homes
from Home to keep families together during
treatment in specialist centres; and provision of
support if the unthinkable happens and a child dies.
Our funds will support CLIC Sargent in their mission
to help young people with cancer thrive, not just
survive.

The Shoot Charitable Trust is a registered charity in
Scotland, charity number SC043305.
All proceeds from The Shoot are distributed to our
chosen charities.

LOOK
AHEAD
For many of us, our ambition for our money
is simple – to make the most of it.
Whether you are considering how to grow your
wealth, plan for retirement or pass on your wealth to
the next generation, Brewin Dolphin can help with
financial planning and investment management.
Contact Johnny McGlynn on 0131 300 2810
Johnny.McGlynn@brewin.co.uk
brewin.co.uk/edinburgh

PE N S I O N S | R E T I R E M E N T | I N H E R I TA N C E | I N V ES T M E N T S

The value of investments can fall and you may get back less than you invested.
Brewin Dolphin Limited is a member of the London Stock Exchange, and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
(Financial Services Register reference number: 124444).
BDM2380

Event
Timetable
8.30am

Registration and breakfast.

9.30am

Welcome and team briefing from Willie Allan MBE, Nick Nairn and
Dougie Vipond.

10am

Competition begins with a shotgun start.
The Brewin Dolphin Tented Village opens with complimentary hospitality and
entertainment. Sit back and relax with Sunday newspapers, glossy magazines,
coffee and homemade cakes. Why not book yourself an appointment at The Shoot
‘Spa’, with express lashes, make-up, mini-manicures and hair styling all on offer.
The ‘Have A Go’ stand is open all morning next to stand three, giving novices
the opportunity to try out clay pigeon shooting. And why not visit
Bentley Edinburgh next to the Tented Village to check out its range of
luxury cars.

10.45am
- 1pm

Nick Nairn and Dougie Vipond will be entertaining guests throughout the
morning with cookery demonstrations, giving you the opportunity to get
up close and personal with ‘The Great Food Guys’. And Holland Cooper will
showcase its stunning autumn/winter collection in two fashion shows.

12 noon

It’s Pimm’s o’clock! Sit back with a glass of Pimm’s No. 1 and enjoy music from
our in-house DJ.

1.30pm

Make your way down to the Main Marquee for the Kinrara Gin drinks reception
and try their classic G&T or a glass of chilled champagne to get the afternoon
started.

2.45pm

Lunch.

3.30pm

Afternoon activities in the main marquee hosted by Willie Allan MBE, including
the prize-giving, auctions and live entertainment from The Greatest Show.

6.30pm

Raffle draw to win a brand new Mercedes A Class Hatch 180d Sport Auto.

7pm

Close.

The
Competition

For regulars and newcomers to
The Shoot, this is a clay pigeon
competition like no other. I don’t know
of another event where you can shoot
down planes, get your nails done and
learn how to make an avocado salsa,
all at the same time.
With so much going on, even the best

shots can get distracted by the chat,
the entertainment and of course the
Yorkes’ steak pies. So, set out knowing
that there are no sure-fire winners; no
dead certs for the prizes. We learned
our lesson last year when the ladies
won Top Rookie Team, only to be
awarded with four fine pairs of
men’s brogues!
Everyone has a chance of winning –
and if it’s not your year at the clays,
maybe you’ll smash out a few hits with
Manilla Strings at the half way point.
Enjoy!
Grant Yorke
Director of Shooting

Special Awards
The David Hendry Award
for good sportsmanship
2018 - Stephen Marsden
2017 - Frank Yorke
2016 - Bruce Linton
2015 - Bill Dunnett

The Jim Paterson Award
for kindness &
generosity
2018 - Grant Yorke
2017 - Jock McGuff
2016 - Sandy Brown

Top Team in each category
STOW has disrupted the world of travel
with its meticulously hand-crafted leather
accessories.
Winners in each Top Team can personalise
their own STOW First Class Tech Case
with their initials as well as picking the
perfect colour combo and size to suit.

Top Gun in each category
Our Top Guns will be warm,
dry and looking good no
matter what the weather
with Blaser jackets choose from the Hybrid
2-in-1 or the
Active
Vintage
WP.

Top Flush & Top Flypast Teams
Made from premium Italian full grain
leather, this CarveOn Document Case
features a large open pocket and will fit
tablets, MacBooks or good old fashioned
paper documents.
Our winners can choose their preferred
colour and personalise the case with their
name or initials.

Top Lady
Holland Cooper is
synonymous with
British luxury.
This purple
heather fur
wrap will be a
luxurious addition
to the wardrobe
of our Top Lady.

Stand Sponsor
Prizes
The following prizes are up for grabs at our shooting stands, kindly donated by
our sponsors. One member of each team will win a prize at stands 1-8 and The
Flush. Bring down a plane at The Flypast and the whole team wins a prize!

1. The Driven Pheasant

Kinrara
Gin Set

3. The Crafty Crow

2. The Settling Pigeon
Angels’ Share Water Dropper

4. The Flushing
Partridge
CarveOn Notebook

Fortnum
& Mason
Barbeque

5. The Springing Teal

6. The Floating
Duck

Box of
Yorkes’ Pies

Ray-Ban Sunglasses

7. The Crossing
Woodcock

8. The Bolting Rabbit

Holland
Cooper
Bobble
Hat

Clare
Haggas
Silk
Scarf

The Flush

The Flypast

Sony
Speaker

The Shoot
Umbrella

Delivering

beyond

the expected

At Arnold Clark, we believe in giving
back to our local communities.
That means charities, sports teams and
great causes across the UK.
Arnold Clark is proud to support

The Shoot 2019

Raffle

A CLASS PRIZE. LITERALLY.
WIN A MERCEDES A CLASS HATCH 180d SPORT AUTO
IN THE SHOOT RAFFLE.

TICKETS £25 EACH; £100 FOR 5.

Donated by

The Auction
the marquee with a five-star lunch
prepared by Wilde Thyme, a live
performance of The Greatest Show,
a raffle for a brand new Mercedes
A Class and over a hundred luxury
prizes in the auctions.

I’m really looking forward to the
entertainment in the main marquee
this year, although it does remind me
of a story I heard about the famous
circus contortionist, Willie Snappit, who
took a heart attack half way through
his act and died in his own arms.

My message to you, as your host and
auctioneer, is to have fun and enter
into the spirit of the day. There’s
bound to be something in the auction
that takes your fancy, so give it a go
and bid whatever you can afford you might just get lucky. Even if you
don’t win, you’ve helped push up
the bids, creating the sense of fun,
excitement and tension that all good
auctions need and you’ve done your
bit for our charities.
Good luck – and keep bidding!

Seriously though, we have a
phenomenal afternoon lined up in

Willie Allan MBE
MC & Auctioneer

The live auction will take place after lunch, but you can
start bidding on our exclusive silent auction lots as soon
as you take your seat in the main marquee.

Lot 1

The Main Auction

200 Bird day at Fasque Estate for up to 10 guns.
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Donated by Bill & Dorothy Dunnett

Bill Dunnett’s Fasque shoot
is widely regarded as among
the best in the UK for driven
pheasant.

This prize consists of a formal
200 bird day for up to ten

Bill is a wonderful host and
your day will begin in style
with a champagne breakfast
in Balbegno Castle before
heading out to begin the
shoot. A hamper lunch will
be served in the field and
the guns will return around
3pm for cocktails and a shoot
dinner.
Challenging high birds, great
fun and plenty of laughter are
guaranteed. This would be a
great day to share with friends
or for corporate hospitality.

The Main Auction

Fasque is a 9,000 acre
estate situated on the southeast edge of the Grampian
mountain range, close to the
small town of Laurencekirk.
Many of the drives are on
high slopes which offer
spectacular arcing views over
the east coast of Scotland,
from Aberdeen to Dundee
and, on a clear day, over the
Mearns of Angus and down
to St Andrews in Fife.

guns, to be taken on a date to
be mutually agreed within the
2019/20 shooting season.

“It’s tremendous what
Bill has achieved at
Fasque. It’s a very
relaxed day’s
shooting, with
challenging birds, lots
of banter and a boozy
dinner at the end.
I’d definitely
recommend getting a
driver though!”
George Steel
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The Main Auction

Lot 2
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Driven partridge shooting in Spain for
three guns and partners.
Donated by Hendry, Ramsay & Waters (Worldwide) Ltd
and Fuentelfresno

“Patricio and Lucia
couldn’t have made us
feel more at home; from
the moment we arrived
we felt like royalty. There
was a superb hacienda
atmosphere and the
shooting is on a par with
some of the best Spanish
shoots we’ve even been to.”
Shirley Linton, winning bidder 2018.

The Main Auction

Hendry, Ramsay & Waters is delighted to offer three guns plus partners the opportunity
to enjoy two 400 bird days of driven partridge at Fuentelfresno, some 45 minutes north
east of Madrid. This scenic estate provides the ideal habitat for red legged partridges and
its varied terrain, made up of valleys with olive trees, vineyards and arable land, presents
excellent fast flying birds in every drive. Fuentelfresno is remarkably relaxed and the estate
is a favourite of European Royalty including King Juan Carlos, who shoots here on a regular
basis each season.
Your hosts are Lucia de Llanza and her husband Patricio
Herguido de Juan who, together with their extended
family, will ensure you are exceptionally well looked
after throughout your stay. The cuisine and service at
Fuentelfresno equal the quality of the sport with the most
wonderful tapas and drinks between the drives. Lunch is a
tremendous event which is generally served after the
third drive.
This trip is to be taken between 20th and 22nd February
2020 and includes full board at the lodge for six people
for two nights, two days’ shooting for three guns, all
drinks, airport transfers, Spanish hunting licences, airport
firearms tax, cartridges, loaders and secretarios. Guests
generally fly into Madrid and many choose to extend their
stay to include some sightseeing in the capital. Please
note that flights are not included.
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Lot 3

The Main Auction

RHS Chelsea Flower Show Gala package for four.
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Donated by Westland Horticulture and London Marriott Hotel County Hall

The main draw is the Gala Preview, an
exclusive event, giving a select number
of guests the chance to enjoy a luxurious
evening of hospitality before the flower show
opens to the public, with members of the
Royal Family in attendance as well as elite businessmen, top politicians and celebrities.
This fabulous prize, kindly donated by Westland Horticulture, is for a group of four people
to attend the Gala Preview and Dinner on Monday 18th May 2020. Your evening will begin
with drinks and canapés and the opportunity to take a tour of the gardens, with live music
played throughout. This will be followed by a fabulous three-course dinner, served with
wine.

The Main Auction

The RHS Chelsea Flower Show is the world’s
premier event of its kind, a spectacular
display of imagination and colour, and a
social occasion not to be missed. It heralds
the start of the summer season amidst a
blaze of glorious colour and exceptional
exhibits.

Also included in this seriously exclusive package is two nights' bed and breakfast
accommodation for your party at the five-star London Marriott Hotel County Hall,
situated on the bustling and vibrant South Bank with stunning views of the
London Eye and Big Ben; the ideal base to enjoy a short break in the capital.
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The Main Auction

Lot 4

22

The Archerfield Experience for
eight guns plus partners.
Donated by Archerfield

Bruce Linton, 2018 winning bidder.

Experience the very best of Scottish
hospitality with a day’s driven partridge
shooting for eight guns in East Lothian
plus dinner, all drinks and five-star
accommodation at Archerfield House for
the guns and partners.
Your prize begins at Archerfield Clubhouse
with coffee and bacon rolls before the guns
are transported in a fleet of 4x4s to the
shoot. The estate offers some of the best
East Coast partridge shooting, spanning
4,500 acres across varied terrain from open
rolling countryside to sharp, steep valleys
and high hillsides, meaning the day can
be tailored to suit the guns’ abilities. After
the first couple of drives, you’ll break for
a champagne lunch before a further two
drives in the afternoon.
While the guns are away, partners may like
to spend the day shopping in nearby North
Berwick or relaxing in Fletchers’ Cottage
Spa - Archerfield’s stylishly designed,
brilliantly executed, Scandi-look spa.
In the evening, your party will meet in the
dining room for a delightful relaxed dinner

party, where you will be joined by your
hosts and their guests. The following day
there will be the opportunity for everyone
to enjoy either a round of golf or visit the
spa.

The Main Auction

“The partridge shooting is on a
par with some of the best in the
Borders and Yorkshire and the
accommodation at Archerfield
is second to none. The mansion
house totally lends itself to a
party atmosphere with the very
best of food and wines.”

This fabulous prize for eight guns plus
partners allows you to experience
Archerfield in all its parts and is to be taken
on Tuesday 15th October 2019.
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Lot 5

The Main Auction

Calcutta Cup rugby weekend for six

24

Donated by Chris Stewart Group, The Edinburgh Grand,
Hawksmoor and Scottish Rugby.

Scotland meets England at BT Murrayfield in the
Six Nations this February and this very special package
offers an unforgettable rugby weekend in Edinburgh for
three couples.

Friday evening begins with drinks in The Register Club, where you'll meet your host, Chris
Stewart, and be introduced to rugby legends 'Big Al' Kellock and Rory Lawson, who are joining
you for the evening.
Next stop is downstairs to Hawksmoor for a superb steak and seafood dinner with matching
wines in the art deco surroundings of the former banking hall. This informal dinner will provide
a great opportunity to meet the players and hear about life at the top of the game. And if you
wish to carry on the evening, you can head across the lobby to Lady Libertine for the best
cocktails and DJs in town.

The Main Auction

Your base for the weekend is The Edinburgh Grand, the
beautifully restored former RBS headquarters turned
hotel residence located on St Andrew Square. You and
your guests will be warmly welcomed to the hotel on
Friday afternoon, and shown to your breath-taking
Grand apartments, offering sleek, contemporary living
with spectacular historic touches and incredible city
views.

The following day, after a leisurely and restorative breakfast in the relaxed comfort of
The Register Club, there will be plenty of time to shop or explore the city before your chauffeur
arrives to take you to BT Murrayfield. ‘Big Al’ will be your host for the afternoon and evening in
the Scotland Business Club, where you have platinum level seats for the match, access to the
exclusive members lounge, pre and post-match food and drinks, plus post-match analysis from
some of the players. After last year's spectacular draw at Twickenham, there are scores to be
settled and this is sure to be a Calcutta Cup to remember. This prize is for three couples for two
nights and is to be taken on Friday 7th and Saturday 8th February 2020.

“We had a fantastic evening with
good company, great food and wine
at The Edinburgh Grand. Chris was
the ultimate host with Rory and Al
sharing some entertaining stories of
antics on and off the pitch. A home
win for Scotland topped off a first
class and very memorable weekend.”
Derek Smith, auction winner 2018.
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Lot 6

A portrait commission by Iain Faulkner
The Main Auction

Donated by Iain Faulkner
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Scottish artist Iain Faulkner graduated from
Glasgow School of Art in 1996. He has had
numerous solo shows in the UK, USA, France,
Switzerland, Spain and Italy.

His work focuses on the portrayal of strong
and powerful images, relying on visual impact,
without the need for narrative. He captures
calm and contemplative moments, intimate
exchanges, solitude and sometimes
melancholy.

The Main Auction

His work is held in many private and public
collections worldwide and in 2010 he was
commissioned to paint the portraits of the
winning European Ryder Cup Team. From
the onset of his professional career, Faulkner
chose to follow the more difficult and
demanding path of figurative painting.

Renowned for his thought-provoking images,
Faulkner’s subjects are always placed in their
own contexts, whether that be on a beach or
loch-side, in a study or even a café; and with
objects which resonate with his sitters such
as classic cars, aeroplanes, boats and pianos.
These elements bring a level of intimacy and
personality, even to works where no faces
are seen.
This fantastic prize offers a rare opportunity
to commission a painting* from Iain Faulkner.
It could be a portrait in a more traditional
style, perhaps in a setting which has personal
relevance to you, like Faulkner’s portrait of
Colin Montgomerie at Turnberry which now
hangs in the Scottish National Portrait Gallery.
Or you and your family or friends could be the
subject of a painting with your favourite car,
boat or landscape. The choice is yours.
*Painting size approx. 90 x 90cm or
100 x 76cm
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Lot 7

The Main Auction

Finderlie shoot with Nick Nairn & Fred MacAulay
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Donated by Gerard Eadie CBE

Your day will begin with coffee and bacon
rolls before setting off for the morning
drives, stopping for elevenses and lunch in
the shooting hut. Then it’s back out for the
afternoon drives, finishing with a chance to
sample a few nips from Gerard’s extensive
whisky collection back in “the howff”.
Partners are welcome to join the shoot
or they may prefer to spend the day in
Edinburgh, Perth or House of Bruar. Either
way, a driver will be on hand to take them
wherever they want to go, ensuring they’re
back in plenty of time for champagne
and canapés, and a pre-dinner cookery
demonstration from Nick.

You’ll then move through to the dining
room for a four course dinner with fine
wines and plenty of laughs as Nick and Fred
regale you with tales from their careers.

The Main Auction

A day at Gerard Eadie’s Lands of Finderlie
is always a relaxed, enjoyable occasion with
some fantastic shooting that’s genuinely
suitable for all abilities. Perfect for
entertaining clients, friends or family, this
driven day is for four guns plus partners,
and will be jointly hosted by Gerard Eadie
and friends of The Shoot, Nick Nairn and
Fred MacAulay.

This fabulous day of good shooting and
excessive food would be equally suited to
experienced or novice shots as chaperones
can be provided. Overnight accommodation
or transport home is also included.
Tuesday 12th November 2019.

“Gerard and Nick are impeccable
hosts, providing excellent company
and superb food and drinks. It’s one
of the most memorable events of
the year, and whilst the shooting is
top notch, the craic and the
socialising is absolutely stand-out.”
Chris Stewart, winning bidder 2018.
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Lot 8

The Ultimate Goodwood Revival package for four
The Main Auction

Donated by Brewin Dolphin
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The Goodwood Revival recreates the golden
era of the circuit, showcasing the glamour
of the ‘40s, ‘50s and ‘60s. It assembles the
most significant racing cars, motorcycles and
aircrafts along with legendary drivers and
riders from the past and stars of today. From
aerial displays featuring rare historic aircraft,
classic car racing, live catwalk fashion shows,
a vintage high street for shopping, upbeat
music and dancing, and even an old-fashioned
funfair – it all adds up to a truly unforgettable
occasion. It’s safe to say there is no other
event quite like it and this is your opportunity
to experience it in style.
Your VIP weekend begins when you check
into the luxurious five-star Southampton
Harbour Hotel & Spa for two nights. Friday
evening is free for you to spend as you wish
– perhaps enjoying sundowners overlooking
Southampton Marina or venturing into town to
try out one of the many restaurants and bars.
On the Saturday morning, dressed in your
vintage finery, you’ll be transported by a luxury
chauffeur driven car to Goodwood.
The journey takes around an hour; plenty of
time to enjoy a bottle of champagne en route.

This has to be the ultimate package for
four people to enjoy all the delights of the
Goodwood Revival.

The Main Auction

Brewin Dolphin will be your hosts for this
very special Revival experience, starting off
with breakfast at the exclusive membersonly clubhouse, ‘The Kennels’ where you will
experience the finest in hospitality. Vintage
taxis are on hand to transport you to the heart
of the event. As our VIP guests, you will have
access to the Private Brewin Dolphin mess
tent, prime viewing Grandstand seats and
private tours of the paddocks full of beautiful
vintage cars. As the evening draws to a close
you can take in the live entertainment and
supper at ‘The Kennels’ before your chauffeur
arrives to take you back to Southampton.

“It’s like walking back
perfectly into a black and
white photograph, except
it’s in colour and 3D.
It’s amazing.” Jools Holland
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Proud to support The
Shoot charities

Certificate Number
Q0002 ISO 9001

Certificate Number 00004
EN13043, EN12620,EN13242

Premium
aggregates
We offer premium quality aggregates and
specialist sands for use in industries from
construction, energy, agriculture, building,
sports, equestrian, golf and leisure facilities.

BRIDGEND QUARRY, KING EDWARD, BANFF AB45 3NL
01888 551333 info@bridgendaggregates.co.uk
www.bridgendaggregates.co.uk

Silent
Auction
The silent auction will be open
throughout the afternoon using an
electronic bidding system. The current
highest bidder for each lot will be
displayed on the plasma screens around
the marquee and on the tablets on your
table. Winning bidders will be notified
after the event at which point invoices
and auction items will be posted out.
We would kindly request that invoices
are paid within seven days.
How to place a bid
Step one:
Search for the item you wish to bid
for by typing in the Lot Number in the
search bar or by scrolling through the
tablet by category or by guide price.
Step two:
Simply tap ‘Place Bid’ and then select
your name from the list. The names
of all the guests at your table should
appear on your tablet, however if your
name is missing please follow the
instructions to create a user or alert one
of the Team Hosts.
You will be prompted to create a four
digit pin number which you will then use
each time you bid.

You will also be asked to enter a mobile
number and email address. These will
only be used to make contact with you
after the event if your bid has been
successful and not for any other
purpose.
Step three:
Enter the amount you would like to bid
then tap ‘Confirm’. You can opt to make
your bid ‘Anonymous’ at this stage if
you don’t want your name to appear
on the plasma screens. You will be
informed if your bid has been successful
or if you need to raise your bid via a
message that will appear on the tablet.
After you place your bid, you will be
given the option to enter a ‘Maximum
Bid Amount’. This is a great way of
ensuring you don’t miss out on auction
lots you really want. If you choose this
option, the system will automatically bid
for you up to this amount each time you
are outbid.
To make sure you don’t miss out on
the items you want, keep an eye on the
overhead screens to make sure you’re
still the highest bidder.
For a snapshot of your bidding activity
simply click on ‘My Bids’ at any time.

Silent Auction - Country Sports

Dove shooting in Argentina for two people

34

This is the chance of a lifetime
for two guns to shoot on a flight
line in the beautiful Córdoba
Highlands of Argentina;
recognised as the best place
in the world for wing shooting.
You’ll be well looked after by
your host, Stephen Marsden and
this outstanding prize includes
four and a half days’ shooting
with accommodation provided
at the charming El Cielo lodge.
El Cielo is situated north of
Córdoba city, surrounded by the rolling wooded hills of the
Sierra Chicas.

Lot 1
Starting Bid: £2,500
Guide Price: £4,800
Donated by
Stephen Marsden

The spacious lodge has seven bedrooms and there is a
comfortable living room for relaxing with a drink after a hard day’s
shooting. All food, drinks and guns are included in this lot. Date to
be agreed in February 2020. Note flights, shells, loaders and tips
are not included, but flights can be arranged for you by the hosts.

Three rods for a day at Fishponds with luxury accommodation
The Fishponds beat, on the
River Tay, forms the upper
part of the stretch of the river
formerly known as the Lower
Scone Salmon Fishings and
includes 20 pools which offer a
wide variety of fishing.
The beat is fished in two parts
- Fishponds and Knowesbank
and there is excellent access
to the river bank. There is a
comfortable fishing hut serving
both beats which provide all visiting anglers with the comforts of
home. This prize offers three rods on a day to be mutually agreed
between 15th January and 15th May 2020 (subject to availability)
and includes the services of a ghillie. In addition, the winning
bidder will have two nights’ accommodation in the luxurious
Balvaird apartment, a three bedroom five-star self-catering
apartment located within Scone Palace.

Lot 2
Starting Bid: £750
Guide Price: £1,500
Donated by
The Earl and Countess
of Mansfield

Fishing for two rods on The Macallan beat, River Spey

Four guns driven partridge at Fettercairn
Fettercairn is widely regarded
as one of the finest partridge
shoots in Scotland.
This lot is for four guns to join
a line of eight on a 150-200
bird driven partridge day on
Saturday 21st September 2019.
Full hospitality is included
with bacon rolls, lunch in the
spectacular Fettercairn House
and afternoon tea.

Two guns driven pheasant and partridge at Colmeallie Estate
Colmeallie Estate in Glenesk
offers spectacular hill drives in a
scenic setting, just 7 miles from
the village of Edzell. This prize
offers two guns on a 250 bird
pheasant and partridge day on
a date to be mutually agreed
in the coming season. Full
hospitality with breakfast,
elevenses, lunch and afternoon
tea is included and there is the
option to pay for additional guns.

Donated by
The Macallan and
ghillie Robert Mitchell

Lot 4
Starting Bid: £2,000
Guide Price: £3,500
Donated by
Brian Carnegie

Silent Auction - Country Sports

The Macallan beat is a 1¾ mile
stretch of the Spey offering
left bank fishing and eight
exquisite pools for fly fishing.
This prize offers two rods for a
day’s fishing on Tuesday 10th
March 2020 with lunch included.
Robert Mitchell, the estate’s
highly experienced ghillie will
accompany you. Equipment can
be provided making this an ideal
prize for novices and experienced
fishermen alike.

Lot 3
Starting Bid: £200
Guide Price: £400

Lot 5
Starting Bid: £1,500
Guide Price: £2,750
Donated by
Allan and David Carnegie
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Walked up shooting on Copeland Island
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Copeland Island is in the north
Irish Sea, easily accessible by
boat from Donaghadee. This
two day shoot is for four guns
and can be taken within the
shooting season for pheasant,
partridge and rabbit or out of
season just for rabbit.

Lot 6
Starting Bid: £1,500
Guide Price: £3,000
Donated by
Stephen Marsden

The island is only 500 acres
in size, but has some 30,000
rabbits, 2,000 pheasants and
2,000 partridges so you can be
assured of a good shoot regardless of when you go. Copeland
Island is a haven for dog training and in the past year the British
and Irish Springer Spaniel champions and Irish Cocker Spaniel
champion have all been trained here. The winning bidder can
bring up to six dog handlers or alternatively dog handlers can be
provided for you locally. Dinner, bed and breakfast is included at
Pier 36 in Donaghadee. Boat transfers and lunch on the island are
also included.

Walked up shooting for 4-6 guns at Broomhall Estate
Broomhall Estate sits on the
north shore of the Firth of Forth
near Dunfermline and offers
the best in Scottish Lowland
shooting, wrapped in a piece
of sensational Scottish history.
A private family home for more
than 300 years, Broomhall
continues to be lived in,
cherished and cared for by the
family of King Robert the Bruce.
The 2,500 acre estate has a
distinctive landscape of wooded ridges and gently rolling farmland
with over 70 established woodlands providing well-stocked coverts
for holding game. This prize offers a walked up day for 4-6 guns
with breakfast rolls, elevenses and lunch included. The gamekeeper
will host the day, ensuring you and your guests leave after
experiencing the best that Broomhall can provide. To be taken on a
date to be mutually agreed in the coming season.

Lot 7
Starting Bid: £400
Guide Price: £750
Donated by
Broomhall Home Farms
Partnership

Walked up shooting break for six at Novar Estate

Donated by
Novar Estate
novarestate.co.uk

The prize is to be taken on a date to be mutually agreed in
January 2020 and guns will have the opportunity to shoot
pheasant, partridge, snipe, woodcock, rabbit and duck.

Two night shooting break at Ardnamurchan Estate
Bounded by sea on three
sides, Ardnamurchan strikes
the perfect balance between
ruggedness and beauty, and
is often regarded as one of
Scotland’s last truly wild places.
The accommodation for your
break will be two luxury suites
in the stunning Mingary Castle
for two nights’ dinner, bed and
breakfast. Mingary provides
guests with the finest of Highland
hospitality, surrounded by unforgettable scenery and breathtaking wildlife. The 700 year old castle has seen Vikings, sieges,
royalty and assassinations, making it an awe-inspiring place to
spend a short break. Your prize also includes a day’s shooting
on Ardnamurchan Estate and you can choose four guns at the
woodcock or two guns woodcock and two at the clays if you
prefer. To be taken on a date to be confirmed in December 2019.

Lot 9
Starting Bid: £2,500
Guide Price: £5,500
Donated by
Ardnamurchan Estate

Silent Auction - Country Sports

Novar Estate was once
described as a “barren and
treeless place”. Three hundred
years later and under the
stewardship of the same family,
it is a thriving Highland estate,
extending to 20,000 acres and
including farmland, forestry,
hill, shooting, fishing and most
recently alternative energy
enterprises. Situated some
20miles north of Inverness,
Novar offers high quality
rough shooting. This prize is a walked up day for up to six guns
with two nights’ accommodation in one of the estate’s recently
renovated cottages, where the fridge will be fully stocked with
breakfast provisions and a home-cooked supper.

Lot 8
Starting Bid: £750
Guide Price: £1,500

ardnamurchanestate.co.uk
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VINTAGE – Tradition meets High-Tech
The VINTAGE outer fabric is woven exclusively for Blaser Outfits and is visually
reminiscent of the traditional loden fabric of days gone by. Combined with high-tech
materials, the VINTAGE line stands out due to its attractive styles, comfortable cuts
and ultimate functionality.

For more information on Blaser Outfits please go to
www.blaser.de/outfits

Walked up shooting for four guns at Clova Estate

Gundog training for you and your dog
Dick Sorley is highly respected in
the gundog world, successfully
competing at the highest level
in working tests and field trials
throughout the UK. He will give
you professional guidance and
teach vital techniques to help you
get the most out of your dog and
helping your dog get the most
out of you! This is for five sessions
taking place in Fife, and is ideal
for experienced and novice dog
owners.

Two days’ pigeon shooting for two guns
Expert pigeon shooter and regular
contributor to the shooting press,
Andy Crow will be your host for
two days’ shooting in Kent and
will help you to plan your location,
build a hide and use decoys.
Suitable for experienced and
novice shooters alike, this is to be
taken on a date to be mutually
agreed within 12 months of The
Shoot. Please note transport and
accommodation are not included.

Donated by
Clova Estate

Lot 11
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £500
Donated by
Denbank Gundogs
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Set in the idyllic serenity of the
Angus Glens, the Clova Estate
spans 8,000 acres of rugged
countryside. This prize offers a
day’s walked up pheasant and
partridge shooting for four guns
with an expected bag of 40+.
Bacon rolls and lunch will be
provided. Date to be mutually
agreed in December 2019 or
January 2020. Accommodation
is not included, but is available at
the nearby Glen Clova Hotel.

Lot 10
Starting Bid: £500
Guide Price: £1,000

Lot 12
Starting Bid: £400
Guide Price: £800
Donated by
Andy Crow
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Hand crafted hunting knife by Paul Harris
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Paul Harris is a highly skilled
craftsman and well-respected
maker of bespoke field sport
accessories. This hand-crafted
knife has been made for
The Shoot and comes with a
Kirinite red harvest handle which
gives a contemporary twist to a
classic hunting knife. It is fitted
with loveless pins and an 8mm
brass lanyard hole. The blade
has been ceramic tumbled
finished and is made from
SA100 stainless steel with a
tapered tang. Both the blade and handle have been ergonomically
designed, with shaped finger guard and palm swell, allowing it to
rest perfectly in your hand.

Lot 13
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £500
Donated by
Paul Harris

This fantastic tool would be a joy to own and use; ideal for
stalking or general cutting tasks, it would complement any
shooting kit. Also included is a handmade leather sheath and
black presentation box.

Stag stalking at Altnaharra
Altnaharra Estate extends to
36,000 acres of spectacular
Highland scenery, some 20 miles
north of Lairg on the western end
of Loch Naver.
Renowned as one of the finest
sporting venues in the country,
this lot offers three days’ stag
stalking for two people with the
opportunity for up to six stags.
Rifles can be provided by the
ghillie who will accompany you
throughout your visit. Also included is four nights’ self catering
accommodation in the Gatehouse, a comfortable three bedroom
property on the estate, perfect for relaxing by the wood burning stove
after a hard day’s stalking. If you prefer to venture out, the nearby
Altnaharra Hotel offers à la carte dining and drinks by a roaring log
fire. Having once been a shooting and fishing lodge for 19th Century
sportsmen, it’s the ideal place to spend an evening. To be taken on a
date to be agreed this season or next. Partners welcome.

Lot 14
Starting Bid: £3,000
Guide Price: £5,500
Donated by
Peter and Avril Gray,
Altnaharra Estate

Stag stalking at Glen Prosen

Hind Stalking at Dundonnell Estate
Two days’ stalking on the vast
and spectacular Dundonnell
Estate, situated between Ullapool
and Gairloch, for one rifle or two
sharing. Besides hind stalking,
you will have the chance to take
spectacular photographs and
even feed the deer. Rifles can be
provided, making this suitable for
novice or experienced shooters
alike. To be taken between
21st October 2019 and 31st
January 2020.

Two days’ hind stalking on Coul Estate, Laggan
Coul Estate lies within the
spectacular Monadhliath
Mountains and this lot offers the
opportunity for one rifle, or two
sharing for two days’ hind stalking
accompanied by the Head Stalker.
To be taken between November
and December 2019 with no set
limit and including local overnight
accommodation and one of your
hinds butchered, vacuum packed
and delivered to your home. Rifles
can be provided.

Donated by
Glen Prosen Estate

Lot 16
Starting Bid: £150
Guide Price: £300
Donated by
Dundonnell Estate
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Traditional stag stalking using
trained Highland ponies to bring
stags and hinds off the hill is
an unforgettable experience.
Glen Prosen Estate in the Angus
Glens is one of the few remaining
estates to work this way. This
prize offers a day’s traditional
stag stalking for one rifle on
19th October 2019 with
professional photographer
Matt Limb OBE on hand to
capture your day.

Lot 15
Starting Bid: £300
Guide Price: £600

Lot 17
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £500
Donated by
Coul Estate
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A pair of Bòtann boots

Pair of Meindl Dovre Extreme GTX boots
The Meindl family has been
producing high quality,
hand-made footwear in Germany
for over 300 years. The Dovre
Extreme GTX is one of their
best-selling boots, made from
waxed nubuck leather with
waterproof and breathable
Gore-Tex lining. They are firm yet
flexible and very comfortable.
Available in your chosen size (UK
sizes 5-14) with a selection of
Meindl care accessories.

Croots Byland leather shotgun slip
Made from the finest selection of leather hides, this Croots shotgun
slip is available in your choice of Dark Havana, Oxblood or London
Tan. Features include a bridle leather shoulder sling, carry handles,
hand-sewn blocked muzzle end, padded fleece and a full-length zip,
which allows for easy drying. The slip can be personalised with your
initials and comes in 30” or 32” barrel size.

Donated by
Bòtann

Lot 19
Starting Bid: £150
Guide Price: £300
Donated by
Bramwell International

Silent Auction - Country Sports

Due to launch this autumn,
the ethically made, 100%
waterproof Bòtann rubber
boots will transform the way
you think about wellies. You
can be ahead of the game with
one of the first available pairs
of these practical, stylish boots
which are unisex in design,
neoprene lined for warmth and
ideal for country pursuits or
strolling city streets. Available
in black or white in any size.

Lot 18
Starting Bid: £70
Guide Price: £140

Lot 20
Starting Bid: £150
Guide Price: £300
Donated by
Croots
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Sir John Damari paintings
Donated by
Sir John Damari
johndamari.co.uk

Sir John draws inspiration from the ever-changing light over
water, the ruggedness and majesty of the mountains and the
calmness of the sea along the coastline of Western Scotland
and its islands. His trademark use of the palette knife, combined
with vibrant colours, captures the feeling and atmosphere of his
subject matter and inspires reaction in his viewers.

Crocodile Rock, Millport
looking towards Arran
Oil on canvas - 102 x 76cm

Wee Crofts at Arisaig,
Scotland
Oil on canvas - 76cm x 61cm

Lot 21
Starting Bid: £1,500
Guide Price: £2,800

Lot 22
Starting Bid: £1,500
Guide Price: £2,500

Silent Auction - Arts and Entertainment

Sir John Damari has been a great supporter of The Shoot for
many years and his extensive work for charity was recognised
earlier this year with a well-deserved honour. We are delighted
to auction two of his paintings: the first depicting the view from
Millport on the island of Great Cumbrae, looking towards Arran
with the infamous Crocodile Rock in the foreground; and the
second from his popular croft collection, painted in Arisaig on the
West Coast. Both paintings are presented in black whistler frames.
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Rodger McPhail oil painting - ‘A Brace of Grouse’
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Rodger McPhail is widely regarded as
one of Britain’s most accomplished
wildlife artists. He achieved the rare
distinction of having a painting
published on the front cover of
The Shooting Times at the age of
just 19.

Lot 23
Starting Bid: £750
Guide Price: £1,500
Donated by
Rodger McPhail
rodgermcphail.com

Rodger’s versatility is truly remarkable
- equally at home in watercolours and
oils, he is a master of detail without
being a slave to it, as his remarkably
fluid and evocative sketches and
caricatures demonstrate. He has had
numerous exhibitions at the
Tryon Gallery in London, has illustrated
several wildlife books, and his work is
in some of the most significant private and public collections around
the world. This stunning oil on paper, painted for The Shoot, depicts
a brace of red grouse in flight and is presented in a dark wooden
frame, size 55cm x 62cm.

Portrait commission by Janice Aitken
Janice Aitken is an accomplished
artist, Associate Dean of Duncan of
Jordanstone College of Art and Design,
and the artist behind the penguin
design for Maggie’s Penguin Parade.
She uses a variety of media including
photography, painting and sculpture,
with works exhibited in a wide range of
venues in Scotland and Europe. Janice
is known for her detailed portraits
in acrylic, achieving an exceptional
likeness and capturing the personality
of her subject.
She is delighted to offer a life size head
and shoulders portrait commission, which will be acrylic on canvas,
approximately 40cm x 60cm. Janice will invite the winning bidder
to a studio at Duncan of Jordanstone College to take photographs
and initial sketches, followed by a further brief meeting for final
touches, before presentation of the finished portrait.

Lot 24
Starting Bid: £3,000
Guide Price: £5,000
Donated by
Janice Aitken

William Powell Hammer Gun lamp

William Powell has been at the
forefront of the design and
manufacture of guns since 1802.
His invaluable knowledge was passed
down through five generations of the
Powell family and the quality of their
workmanship has never faltered. This
bespoke lamp showcases an original
gun from circa 1864. The lamp would
make a real talking point in any room
or hunting lodge and features a removable mixed feather pin on the
shade which gives a real country feel. This unique statement piece
was commissioned by Peter and Karen Shand of Proposals Gifts
in Callander.

Behind the scenes on a movie set
This very special prize offers a
rare opportunity to see behind
the scenes of a movie or major
TV production for an entire day
(or night) filming. You’ll have
the chance to get up close to
the action, assisting the team
from Skylite Balloons with their
innovative lighting products to
create the right atmosphere on
the set and light up the movie
stars to their best advantage.
Previous Skylite productions
include Game of Thrones, Downtown Abbey and The Night
Manager, however the production you see will depend on when you
choose to go. The team is currently working on Bond 25, Game of
Thrones prequels and Outlander so you’re guaranteed an exciting
production. This experience is for one person age 18 or over, with a
date and location to be agreed. Please note that film schedules are
often arranged at short notice so flexibility is required.

Lot 25
Starting Bid: £350
Guide Price: £700
Donated by
Proposals Gifts,
Callander
proposalsgifts.co.uk

Lot 26
Starting Bid: £325
Guide Price: £750
Donated by
Skylite Balloons Ltd

Silent Auction - Arts and Entertainment

Specially designed for The Shoot,
this stunning handmade lamp
features a distinctive William Powell
12 Bore Hammer Gun as the body,
complemented by a shallow drum
lampshade in light grey tartan.
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Britain’s Got Talent package for two
This is your chance to be part
of the studio audience for one
of the live shows in the final
week of the hugely popular
Britain’s Got Talent in London.
Since it began 12 years ago, BGT
has discovered acts including
Paul Potts, Diversity, Ashleigh
& Pudsey and of course Susan
Boyle. With singers, dancers,
comedians and all manner of
variety acts, this is sure to be
an evening to remember. Make
the most of your trip with bed
and breakfast for the night of the show in a central London hotel,
which is also included in this package.

Donated by
STV
stv.tv

The filming schedule is still to be confirmed but likely to take
place in May or June 2020. Please note tickets will be allocated for
one of the live shows and attendees must be over the age of 12.

Jonathan Ross live show package for two in London
Experience the excitement
of TV production with an
opportunity for two people
to join the studio audience at
the Jonathan Ross Show. With
recent guests including Michael
Douglas, Renée Zellweger and
Robbie Williams, who knows
which A-list stars will be on the
sofa the night you attend.
Also included is overnight
accommodation in a central
London hotel, making this a
perfect opportunity to explore the capital.
Filming of the show is midweek and will be on a date to be
agreed. Attendees must be over the age of 12.
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Lot 27
Starting Bid: £200
Guide Price: £400

Lot 28
Starting Bid: £200
Guide Price: £400
Donated by
STV
stv.tv

‘Les Misérables’ in concert VIP tickets for two
Cameron Mackintosh’s
production of Les Misérables is
a global sensation, seen by 70
million people in 52 countries
and in 22 languages.

‘The Lion King’ package for four in Edinburgh
This very special package
from Courtyard by Marriott
Edinburgh could be the
perfect start to your
Christmas celebrations, with
tickets to Disney’s The Lion
King and luxury city centre
accommodation for a family of
four on Saturday 21st December
2019. Featuring iconic songs
including Circle of Life,
I Just Can’t Wait to be King
and Can You Feel the Love Tonight?, The Lion King is the most
successful musical theatre show in the history of London’s
West End.
This winter, it comes to Edinburgh’s Playhouse and in addition
to your tickets, your prize includes bed and breakfast in a family
room and dinner for your group at the Courtyard by Marriott
hotel, which is just a few steps away from the Playhouse. The
hotel opened its doors in 2017 and combines heritage and style.

Donated by
Blackadders Solicitors
blackadders.co.uk

Lot 30
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £500
Donated by
Chris Stewart Group and
Courtyard by Marriott,
Edinburgh
marriott.co.uk
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For just 16 weeks this year,
a spectacular and intimate
concert version of the musical
will be staged at the Gielgud
Theatre in London and this
prize offers two people a VIP experience at this legendary
show. Michael Ball will take the lead as Javert, with his regular
collaborator Alfie Boe starring as Jean Valjean. The duo will
lead a large cast and orchestra of over 65 musicians, with
unforgettable songs including I Dreamed A Dream, Bring Him
Home and One Day More. Your VIP package is for two people at
the matinée performance on Saturday 9th November 2019 and
includes premium Dress Circle seating, a bottle of champagne
and souvenir programmes.

Lot 29
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £500
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James Keiller Estates is proud
to sponsor The Flypast 2019.

‘Cats’ the musical for four at The Alhambra

Tickets for two to ‘Tosca’ with a choice of venue
This autumn, Scottish Opera
brings Anthony Besch’s
production of Puccini’s Tosca to
Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen
and Inverness, featuring an
internationally renowned cast
including Natalya Romaniw,
Gwyn Hughes Jones and Roland
Wood. With passion, glamour
and love worth dying for, this is
a performance not to be missed.
Tickets are for the dress circle in
a venue and date of your choice.

Tickets to ‘The Monstrous Heart’ at the Traverse for two
Scotland’s new writing theatre,
The Traverse, champions creative
talent and embraces innovation.
This prize offers you two tickets
for its thrilling, chilling and witty
production of The Monstrous
Heart, written by Oliver Emanuel
and directed by Gareth Nicholls,
for Friday 25th October 2019.
A bottle of Prosecco and sharing
nachos are also included.

Lot 31
Starting Bid: £25
Guide Price: £50
Donated by
Limelight Productions
limelight-productions.co.uk

Lot 32
Starting Bid: £90
Guide Price: £180
Donated by
Scottish Opera
scottishopera.org.uk

Lot 33
Starting Bid: £40
Guide Price: £80

Silent Auction - Arts and Entertainment

Andrew Lloyd Webber’s
iconic musical Cats comes
to Dunfermline this October,
courtesy of Limelight
Productions. One of the longest
running musicals in Broadway
history, Cats is based on ‘Old
Possum’s Book of Practical
Cats’, and features unforgettable
songs such as Mr Mistoffelees
and Memory. This purr-fect
experience to remember furever is for four people on Friday
4th October 2019.

Donated by
Traverse Theatre
traverse.co.uk
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Lesley Donald giclée of Hound Point Oil Terminal
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Lesley Donald is one of the most
sought-after photographers
in the country and for the
past 13 years has been official
photographer to The Shoot.
This atmospheric photograph
of ‘Hound Point Oil Terminal’ is
typical of her work and shows
the three bridges over the Forth.
The photograph is printed on fine
art archive giclée paper, mounted
and framed in white. Framed size
83cm x 63cm.

‘Grouse in Flight’ limited edition print by Ashley Boon
Ashley Boon is an awardwinning wildlife artist, whose
stunning sketches and
watercolours celebrate the
natural world in all its dramatic
glory. This limited edition framed
print entitled ‘Grouse in Flight’
captures three grouse flying
together over a field of heather
and is one of only 100 available.
The print is approximately
					 58cm x 30cm.

Friends and family membership to the V&A Dundee
The V&A is Scotland’s first
museum dedicated to design
and the only other V&A museum
outside of London. It provides
a place of inspiration, discovery
and learning through its mission
to enrich lives through design.
This lot offers a 12 month family
and friends membership, giving
you and three guests free access
to all V&A Dundee exhibitions
plus discounts on food and drink
and retail outlets.

Lot 34
Starting Bid: £150
Guide Price: £300
Donated by
Lesley Donald
lesleydonaldphotography.com

Lot 35
Starting Bid: £120
Guide Price: £225
Donated by
Ashley Boon
ashleyboon.co.uk

Lot 36
Starting Bid: £40
Guide Price: £65
Donated by
V&A Dundee
vam.ac.uk

Subscription to Scottish Field magazine

Personalised A5 leather notebook from CarveOn
The ideal gift for a lady or gent,
this A5 leather bound notebook is
available in a range of colours and
can be fully customised with initials,
name or a logo, making it totally
unique.
Each CarveOn notebook is
meticulously and skilfully made to
order using traditional and modern
techniques and comes with a
refillable lined notebook, pen, marker
ribbon and handy elasticated strap.

Professionally decorated real Christmas tree

Donated by
Scottish Field
scottishfield.co.uk

Lot 38
Starting Bid: £40
Guide Price: £75
Donated by
CarveOn
carveon.com

Lot 39
Starting Bid: £100
Guide Price: £200

A real Christmas tree will be delivered
to your home and beautifully styled
by Lyn Wilson, official florist to The
Shoot. You can choose the right size
of tree for your room (up to 8ft) and Donated by
a colour scheme to suit. Lyn will liaise Poppy Floral Design
with you throughout and deliver the
poppyfloraldesign.co.uk
tree on a date to be agreed.

Silent Auction - Arts and Entertainment

Scotland’s quality lifestyle
magazine, the Scottish Field, can
be yours for a year with this prize
subscription. Every month, a
copy of the magazine containing
all the latest in country news,
travel, home and garden, food
and drink, culture, and fashion
will be delivered direct to your
door. You can choose to keep the
subscription for yourself or gift it
to a friend or family member.

Lot 37
Starting Bid: £20
Guide Price: £40

Travel within one hour of Dunfermline
is included and the baubles and
decorations will be yours to keep.
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Head to head at Silverstone for two

Donated by
Silverstone
silverstone.co.uk

Once your laps are done, you’ll be one of the lucky few who
can genuinely settle the argument between the Ferrari and the
Aston Martin. This two hour experience is for two people and is
to be taken by end of June 2020. Drivers must be age 21 or over,
maximum weight 18 stone and have held a full UK driving licence
for at least three years.

Lewis Hamilton signed bodywork
Five-time Formula One World
Champion and team member
for Mercedes-AMG Petronas
Motorsport, Lewis Hamilton is
widely regarded as one of the
greatest drivers in the history
of the sport, with more race
victories than anyone else.
His links with Mercedes stretch
back to becoming a McLaren
protégé while still in karting
and then moving into F1 with
McLaren when it was still
Mercedes’ factory partner. He
has won four of his five world
titles with the Mercedes works
team and this rare and unique
prize offers a very special piece
of his F1 history, with part of an engine cover from a car raced by
Hamilton, signed by the man himself. The bodywork comes with a
photograph of Lewis Hamilton signing it.

Lot 41
Starting Bid: £500
Guide Price: £1,000
Donated by
Mercedes-AMG
Petronas Motorsport

Silent Auction - Sports and Leisure

How does the Ferrari F430
Coupe compare to that British
thoroughbred, the Aston Martin
V8 Vantage? There’s only one
way to find out – take both
for a spin around Silverstone’s
world-famous circuit. Pitch the
delightful squeal of the light,
agile, 400 BHP Ferrari against
the grace and power of the 4.3
litre, V8 Aston Martin. Enjoy
the subtle (and not so subtle)
differences in power, handling, dynamics and luxury refinement.

Lot 40
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £500
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Luxury cruise on the Forth for eight people
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This has to be the ultimate day
out for eight people, sailing in
the Forth Estuary in the height
of luxury. Setting off from Port
Edgar, South Queensferry on
this well-equipped Squadron
55 cruiser, your skipper will
sail you along the Forth taking
in spectacular views of the
coastline.

Lot 42
Starting Bid: £2,000
Guide Price: £4,000
Donated by
Muir Group

You can sail underneath
the iconic Forth Rail and
Road bridges plus the new
Queensferry Crossing and you’ll see islands such as Inchkeith,
which is home to an incredible array of wildlife including seals,
puffins and other sea birds. If the weather permits you may have
the opportunity to fish, but even if you don’t you’ll have a highly
entertaining day with a delicious lunch and ample refreshments
on board. Date to be mutually agreed and weather dependent.

Three night golf break for two at Costa Adeje, Tenerife
Enjoy a three night break at the
stunning Sheraton La Caleta
Resort & Spa with two rounds
of golf at Costa Adeje.
The hotel is a stunning
five-star property situated in
an exclusive part of the resort,
close to a fabulous beach
and surrounded by tropical
gardens. Just five minutes’
drive from the hotel is Golf
Costa Adeje, Tenerife’s most spectacular course, where you can
easily be distracted from the task at hand by the views of the
neighbouring island of La Gomera, Playa de las Americas and
the Adeje mountains.
The course is kept in superb condition throughout the year, due
to Tenerife’s fantastic climate which rarely falls below
23 degrees. This prize, which is to be taken by end of April 2020,
is for two people and includes three nights in a deluxe room with
breakfast plus two rounds of golf at Golf Costa Adeje.

Lot 43
Starting Bid: £400
Guide Price: £800
Donated by
Golf Escapes
golf-escapes.com

Royal Burgess with Gregor Townsend MBE and Willie Allan MBE

Donated by
Gregor Townsend MBE
and Willie Allan MBE

The Royal Burgess is widely recognised as the oldest Golf Club in
the world featuring lush, tree-lined fairways, cleverly positioned
bunkers and smooth greens. You’ll play eighteen holes, followed
by lunch in the clubhouse, an architectural gem with views across
the course, where some of the most fascinating and historic
golfing memorabilia is displayed. Over lunch there will be ample
opportunity to hear about Gregor’s career as player and coach.

Golf for three at the Old Course with lunch in the R&A
The Old Course, St Andrews is
the oldest and most iconic golf
course in the world, with its
Swilcan Bridge and Hell Bunker
recognised across the globe.
Jack Nicklaus reckons “There’s
just no other course that is even
remotely close” and this prize
offers you the opportunity to
experience it for yourself.
Club member Stuart Farmer will
host you and your two guests
in a round of golf on the iconic
course, followed by lunch and drinks in the prestigious, membersonly Royal & Ancient Clubhouse. The R&A houses a distinguished
collection of paintings, trophies and medals from years gone by.
The magnificent 18-hole course is a challenging par 72 and play
is over 6,721 yards. Guests must have a suitable handicap to play
(24 for men and 36 for women). To be taken Monday-Saturday in
August 2020 on a date to be agreed.

Lot 45
Starting Bid: £750
Guide Price: £1,500
Donated by
Stuart and Pauline Farmer

Silent Auction - Sports and Leisure

Hosted by Scottish rugby
legend and current national
coach, Gregor Townsend MBE,
two guests will enjoy a round of
golf at the Royal Burgess Golf
Club in Edinburgh on a date to
be agreed within the next 12
months. Our very own
Willie Allan MBE will also be
joining you so you’re guaranteed
to be entertained throughout
the day with plenty of laughter
around the course!

Lot 44
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £500
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A round of golf for three at Archerfield Links

Lot 46
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £500

Four-ball at New Woll Estate
One of the most popular golf
courses in the Scottish Borders,
New Woll Estate boasts a
stunning 18-hole course, set in its
own secluded valley near Selkirk,
with the Hazelknowe Restaurant
on site providing clubhouse
facilities and food served daily.
‘The Woll’ is a par 70 parkland
course and this prize offers a
four-ball, to be taken within 12
months of The Shoot.

Four-ball on the Castle Course with lunch
Tee off at the newest addition
to St Andrews Links, the Castle
Course, which is the seventh at
the home of golf and part of the
largest public golfing complex in
Europe. Set on a rugged cliff-top
with spectacular views over
St Andrews and beyond, it offers
a memorable golfing experience
for everyone. Lunch in the
clubhouse is also included.
To be taken by the end of the
2020 season.

Lot 47
Starting Bid: £80
Guide Price: £160
Donated by
New Woll Estate
wollgolf.co.uk

Lot 48
Starting Bid: £240
Guide Price: £480
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Choose from the Fidra or Dirleton
course at Archerfield Links this
autumn, for a mid-week
three-ball, hosted by club member
Donated by
Paul Chapman. The Fidra has a
unique mix of pine forest and
Paul Chapman
fast-running links whereas the
Dirleton offers sweeping fairways,
deep, menacing bunkers and
undulating dunes. Breakfast,
halfway house snacks and lunch in
the clubhouse are all included in
the prize.

Donated by
St Andrews Links Trust
standrews.com
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VIP Alfred Dunhill experience for three
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Lot 49
Starting Bid: £500
Guide Price: £1,000

The Alfred Dunhill Links
Championship at St Andrews
is a magnet for golfers and
celebrities from every corner
Donated by
of the world. You and your two
Hamish Alldridge
companions will be the guests of
Mr Hamish Alldridge at the Dunhill
on Thursday 26th September
2019 for what is sure to be a
memorable day out. Lunch and
drinks in the prestigious, members
only Royal & Ancient Clubhouse
are also included.

Four-ball at Askernish, South Uist
Askernish Golf Course on
South Uist provides 18 holes of
challenging golf in some of the
most beautiful island scenery in
Scotland. It was first laid out by
‘Old’ Tom Morris in 1891 and is
widely regarded as one of the
finest links courses in the UK.
With 12 months to take your
prize, this could be an ideal
opportunity to visit South Uist
and explore its flora, fauna and
Hebridean culture.

Henley Royal Regatta 2020 tickets for two
The Henley Royal Regatta is
undoubtedly the world’s most
famous rowing event and a key
date in the English social season.
Watch the Regatta in style with
tickets for the Enclosure, an
exclusive area which offers the
best views along the banks and
of the finish line. The Enclosure
has a strict dress code which is
all part of the fun in attending
such a prestigious event!
Saturday 8th July 2020.

Lot 50
Starting Bid: £100
Guide Price: £180
Donated by
Askernish Golf Club
askernishgolfclub.com

Lot 51
Starting Bid: £200
Guide Price: £400

Hospitality tickets for four at Wembley for the NFL

Donated by

delawarenorth.com

You and three guests will be invited to watch defending NFC
champions Los Angeles Rams tackle the Cincinnati Bengals in
what is promised to be a thrilling game with plenty of action and
razzmatazz. Your hospitality package includes premium seating
with fantastic views across the iconic stadium, full American buffet
throughout the day and all alcoholic and soft beverages.

Weekend in Dublin with tickets for Ireland v Scotland
Experience the excitement of
the Six Nations at the Aviva
Stadium in Dublin as Ireland
take on Scotland on Saturday
1st February 2020 in the first
round of the championship.
Your base for the weekend
is the four-star independent
Herbert Park Hotel,
conveniently located within
walking distance of the Aviva Stadium in the picturesque area of
Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. This beautifully appointed luxury hotel has
stunning views of the magnificent 48 acre Herbert Park and is close
to plenty of buzzing pubs and restaurants, ensuring you’re right in the
heart of the action.
Your package is for two people sharing a double/twin room for two
nights (31st January and 1st February) with pre-match deluxe buffet
and excellent seats for the game.

Lot 53
Starting Bid: £400
Guide Price: £850
Donated by
Herbert Park Hotel
herbertparkhotel.ie
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The National Football
League is rapidly growing
in popularity in the UK and
this autumn it returns to
London for the 28th time,
with four games being
played between Tottenham
Hotspur Stadium and
Wembley. The NFL offers
a very different kind of
sporting experience and
Delaware North is delighted
to offer full VIP hospitality for four people in its Executive Box for
one of the most sought after games of the season at Wembley
Stadium on Sunday 27th October 2019.

Lot 52
Starting Bid: £1,400
Guide Price: £2,800
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Scotland v France Six Nations tickets for four

Directors’ Box tickets at Chelsea F.C. for two
This is your opportunity to watch
the winners of six top division
titles, Chelsea Football Club, with
two tickets for a home game in the
Directors’ box at Stamford Bridge.
The prize includes full hospitality
with a three-course lunch or
dinner before the game, plus
refreshments at half and full time.
To be taken during the 2019/20
season, on a date to be mutually
agreed.

Manchester United matchday VIP experience for two
Experience the excitement of a
match day at Old Trafford with two
tickets to the Leicester City game
on Saturday 14th September 2019.
After the final whistle, your VIP
experience will begin in the historic
setting of the United Museum
with post-match entertainment
including a Q&A with a former
player, drinks reception, informal
buffet and complimentary bar.

Donated by
Adam & Company
adambank.com

Lot 55
Starting Bid: £400
Guide Price: £800
Donated by
Tony Reeves

Lot 56
Starting Bid: £200
Guide Price: £375
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The drama and spectacle the Six
Nations creates is unique within
the sporting world, and this prize
offers four guests the chance to
experience some of the action live
at the Scotland v France game
at Murrayfield on Sunday 8th
March 2020. As guests of Adam &
Company, you’ll enjoy an informal
lunch and drinks in St Andrew
Square, transfers to and from
Murrayfield and excellent seats for
the game.

Lot 54
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £500

Donated by
Hitachi Capital
hitachicapital.co.uk
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Corporate hospitality for three at Ross County F.C.
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Ross County secured
promotion to the Premiership
last season and will now host
the best teams in Scottish
football at The Global Energy
Stadium in Dingwall.
The winning bidders of lots
57 and 58 will receive full
corporate hospitality for a
home game, courtesy of main
club sponsors McEwan Fraser
Legal. A drinks reception, three
course lunch with complimentary wine, half time refreshments
and complimentary pre and post-match bar are all included
in the experience. The tickets are strictly available for season
2019/2020 and dates are subject to change.

Ross County v Celtic F.C.
Saturday 30th November, 3pm kick-off.

Ross County v Rangers F.C.
Wednesday 30th October, 7.45pm kick-off.
or Saturday 7th March, 3pm kick-off.

Dolphin spotting on the Tay for four
A great prize for nature lovers,
Roddy Mackay will take four
people on a dolphin spotting
expedition on his boat ‘Freya’.
The best time to see the dolphins
is July or August, however if you
aren’t lucky enough to see them,
you will be able to take a trip
around the harbour to take in the
coastal views of the Tay.
Prize is to be taken in 2020 on
a date to be agreed and is
weather dependent.

Donated by

mcewanfraserlegal.co.uk

Lot 57
Starting Bid: £150
Guide Price: £300
Lot 58
Starting Bid: £150
Guide Price: £300

Lot 59
Starting Bid: £150
Guide Price: £300
Donated by
Roddy Mackay

Advanced driving experience with Mark Ryan

Lot 60
Starting Bid: £200
Guide Price: £400
Donated by
Mark Ryan and
Knockhill Race Circuit
knockhill.com

Mark will take you through some
exhilarating training on the skid
track at Knockhill where you will
undergo correctional training
before taking to the main circuit.
You’ll then be joined by a
pro-driver for your main circuit
experience with several high
speed passenger runs in a
track car. After lunch Mark will
take you out in your own car
for an advanced driving lesson
on the public roads where you
will be given an insight into the
skills required to become an
advanced driver.

Trip in a Gyrocopter
Flying over the stunning scenery
of Perthshire is an unforgettable
experience and this prize offers
a one hour trip in an enclosed
gyrocopter with a fully qualified
instructor, who will give you the
opportunity to take control and
have a go at flying yourself.
This thrilling experience is for
one person (110kg maximum
weight) departing from Scone
Airfield, weather permitting.

Lot 61
Starting Bid: £100
Guide Price: £225
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The ultimate experience for any
motoring enthusiast, this full
day with an advanced driving
instructor will take your driving
skills to the next level.
Your day begins with breakfast
at Knockhill where you will meet
Mark Ryan, a fully qualified
instructor in Advanced, Pursuit
and VIP/Royal Protection driving
with 30 years’ experience.

Donated by
Paul Barnard and
John Wedderburn
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Girls day out in Edinburgh for four

Lot 62
Starting Bid: £100
Guide Price: £250
Donated by
Angus Gordon
Hairdressing

Next stop is The Dome on
George Street for champagne afternoon tea served in the
crystal-chandeliered Georgian Tea Room with its plush decor,
cushioned ebony dining chairs and crisp white linen. Afternoon
tea at The Dome is a very special treat with a sumptuous
selection of finger sandwiches, scones and sweet pastries,
accompanied by a glass of champagne and a wide selection
of loose leaf teas. What a wonderful way to celebrate a special
occasion or event with a group of girlfriends. To be taken by end
of April 2020.

Overnight break for two at Stobo Castle Health Spa
Immerse yourself in the peace
and tranquillity of the Scottish
Borders at Stobo Castle Health
Spa with this luxurious overnight
break in a classic room. You and
your guest will have unlimited
use of the health suites, spa
facilities, fitness classes and
guided walks that are available.
After a ‘tough’ day in the spa
you will be able to relax and
unwind in your room with its
spacious surroundings and stunning décor. The hotel offers
beautiful views across the Scottish countryside and all rooms
include slippers, bottled water and luxury So Stobo toiletries.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner are all included in this break, making
it the perfect treat with a friend or loved one. Prize is for two
people sharing a double or twin room and should be taken
mid-week before the end of December 2019.

Lot 63
Starting Bid: £200
Guide Price: £400
Donated by
Stobo Castle Health Spa
stobocastle.co.uk
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This fabulous girls day out
starts at renowned Edinburgh
salon, Angus Gordon, where
Angus Johnston and his team
will welcome you with a glass
of bubbly. The pampering then
begins with deep conditioning
treatments and professional
blow dries to get you all looking
your very best for the afternoon
ahead.
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Spa day for two at Gleneagles
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This deeply indulgent day
package for two people includes
full use of the heat and thermal
facilities within the spa and leisure
club plus your choice of 80
minute treatment; choose from
an ESPA Personalised Massage,
an Optimal Skin ProFacial & eye
treatment or an Iconic back, face
and scalp treatment. Lunch at The
Spa Café is also included. To be
taken within 12 months, subject to
availability.

Spa day for two at The Sheraton, Edinburgh
Experience the calming space
of One Spa where you can relax
your mind and rejuvenate your
body with the collection of heat
and water treatments, along with
the iconic rooftop Hydropool and
spacious indoor swimming pool.
This relaxing spa day for two
includes a light lunch or dinner
at One Square Restaurant with a
bottle of wine and is to be taken
Monday to Thursday, by
31st August 2020.

Full body massage at Ologie Clinic, Edinburgh

Lot 64
Starting Bid: £200
Guide Price: £400
Donated by
The Spa at Gleneagles
gleneagles.com

Lot 65
Starting Bid: £100
Guide Price: £200
Donated by
One Spa, The Sheraton
onespa.com

Lot 66
At Ologie Cinic in Edinburgh, the
Starting Bid: £30
approach is to help mind, body
Guide Price: £70
and soul shine again. A holistic
fusion of advanced science
Donated by
and Ayurvedic massage, under
the guidance of owner Giedre
Ologie Clinic
Gudauskaite, its treatments have
ologieclinic.co.uk
been painstakingly crafted to
be powerfully effective, and go
deeper than conventional skin
beauty. This prize is for a full body
massage, which is to be taken with
12 months.

Fairfax & Favor Regina boots

The signature boot in the collection
is the Regina and this prize offers
a pair of these stylish, slim-fitting
boots in either black or tan suede
and in the Flat or Heeled version.
Available in size 36-41.

A pair of ladies designer sunglasses
Whether you want to make a
statement, channel a style icon
or just glamorise your look,
sunglasses are an extension of
your wardrobe and can transform
your entire image. Tony and
his team at Stirling Optical will
take you through their range of
designer sunglasses and help you
select your perfect pair. Choose
from Swarovski, Aspinal, Tom Ford,
Prada, Gucci, Jimmy Choo, Oakley,
Longchamp or Ray-Ban.

Personal style consultation at Jane Davidson, Edinburgh
Jane Davidson is a luxury boutique
selling designer womenswear
over four floors in the heart of
Edinburgh. Owner Sarah Murray
will expertly guide you through the
collections, helping identify the
best styles for you, while you sip
on a glass of chilled champagne.
Once you’ve tried on a few key
pieces, you can enjoy spending
your £500 credit in-store. Voucher
to be used by 1st March 2020.

Donated by
Fairfax & Favor
fairfaxandfavor.com

Lot 68
Starting Bid: £100
Guide Price: £200
Donated by
Stirling Optical
stirling-optical.co.uk
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The epitome of classic country
elegance, the British-born
lifestyle brand Fairfax & Favor
offers the very best in innovation,
craftsmanship and style.

Lot 67
Starting Bid: £150
Guide Price: £325

Lot 69
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £500
Donated by

janedavidson.co.uk
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Silver Primrose bangle by Malcolm Appleby
Malcolm Appleby is a master
engraver and considered to be
one of the most original and
highly skilled craftsmen working
in Britain today.
His prolific output ranges
from sculptural table pieces
and sporting guns to fine jewellery. Constant experimentation
adds an element of adventure to his work, and he moves freely
between exquisite engraving to bold cutting and texturing of
metal.

Donated by
Malcolm Appleby
@malcolm_appleby_engraving

Malcolm was awarded an MBE in 2014 and a Lifetime
Achievement Award from the Hand Engravers Association in
2015. High profile commissions include the Seal for the V&A and
the orb for the Prince of Wales’ coronet.
The ideal gift for someone special, this beautiful and intricately
engraved solid silver cast bangle depicts a row of primrose
flowers, engraved with delicate swirls on the back.

Clare Haggas silk scarf
This pretty and feminine ‘Just
Haring Around’, turquoise silk
scarf forms part of Clare Haggas’
Spring Collection. The subtle
pastel colours, combined with
the nutty browns of the hares
makes this new design simply
breath-taking.
Each piece in the collection is
made in England, hand finished
and presented in a cream and
gold box, making it a wonderful
gift. Size is 100cmx 100cm.
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Lot 70
Starting Bid: £210
Guide Price: £420

Lot 71
Starting Bid: £100
Guide Price: £175
Donated by
Clare Haggas
clarehaggas.com

Burberry Designer Handbag

Pittards mini Soho Duffle leather bag
This beautiful bag will be your
new favourite companion thanks
to its sleek yet casual design. Two
removable handle options allow for
diverse styling – short for carrying
in your hand or long for across your
body or over your shoulder.
The bag is ‘Cupid’ in colour and
features Pittards signature shirt
lining, an internal slip pocket and
a leather drawstring fastening,
making it both stylish and practical.

STOW First Class Tech Case
This STOW First Class Leather
Tech Case comes in stunning
Emerald Green leather with
Powder Pink interior. It is as
functional as it is stylish and
includes a USB, portable phone
charger complete with adapters
and a multitude of compartments
for the safe storage of your
travel documents. The Duchess
of Sussex, Meghan is regularly
spotted carrying hers and calls it a
‘travel essential’.

Donated by
Burberry
burberry.com

Lot 73
Starting Bid: £100
Guide Price: £200
Donated by
Pittards
pittards.com
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Crafted from supple grainy leather
in cinnamon red with side panels
in the iconic house check, this
medium Banner handbag from
Burberry features a detachable
and adjustable shoulder strap,
round top handles, a magnetic
closure, an internal zipped pocket
and an internal logo patch. This
classic Burberry design would
be the perfect addition to any
wardrobe.

Lot 72
Starting Bid: £400
Guide Price: £800

Lot 74
Starting Bid: £150
Guide Price: £375
Donated by
STOW
stowlondon.co.uk
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See what you’ve been missing?
(Prescription shooting glasses now available in store.)

Scotland’s only

authorised dealer.

78 Port Street Stirling t 01786 447032 w stirling-optical.co.uk

Spanish cave break for six

Donated by
Cuevas Helena
cuevashelena.com

The cave has three bedrooms,
all ensuite and decorated to the
highest standard. It is spacious
and has everything you could
wish for including a private swimming pool, BBQ area, hot tub and
outdoor seating areas with outstanding views. During your four
night break you’ll have plenty of time to explore the area; situated
near three National Parks, this is one of the most beautiful spots
in Andalucía. Prize to be taken between October 2019 and May
2020. Please note flights are not included and nearest airports are
Granada (1hr), Almeria (1.5hrs) or Malaga (2hrs).

Two nights at Abbey Strand for two people
Abbey Strand Apartments
are the newest addition to the
Chris Stewart Group property
portfolio. Located on the
doorstep of the Palace of
Holyroodhouse, this collection
of nine apartments shares
an unrivalled pedigree. With
500 years of history, Abbey
Strand Apartments bring
together ancient provenance
and contemporary lifestyle,
along with medieval fireplaces,
age old stone walls and
spiral staircases. Your studio apartment will feature everything
you need to enjoy an enchanting and heritage-filled stay in
Edinburgh. Just seconds from the Royal Mile, you will be able to
enjoy all that the city has to offer as well as the five-star luxury of
these brand new apartments. To be taken within twelve months
of The Shoot, excluding August, festive period and
rugby internationals.

Lot 76
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £550
Donated by
Chris Stewart Group
and Abbey Strand
Apartments
lateralcity.com
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Following its feature on TV
programme, ‘Our Dream Hotel’,
Cuevas Helena has gone from
strength to strength. The cave
is set in the pretty town of
Benamaurel in the heart of
Andalucía and offers guests
totally unique, stylish and
luxurious accommodation.

Lot 75
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £500
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Two night break for two at Old Town Chambers
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Old Town Chambers is an
award-winning collection of luxury
apartments in a hotel setting,
combining stylish design with
all the benefits of home. Each
apartment balances a passion for
style and elegance with beautiful
interior design and functionality.
This fabulous prize offers a two
night break for two people in a
gorgeous one bed apartment.
Kitted out with bedroom, kitchen,
dining and living spaces, this is
the Edinburgh crash pad of your
dreams.

Lot 77
Starting Bid: £350
Guide Price: £700
Donated by
Chris Stewart Group,
Old Town Chambers and
Tom Kitchin
lateralcity.com

Also included is dinner for two
at Southside Scran, Tom Kitchin’s
latest Edinburgh bistro, located in the leafy and stylish southside
of the city. To be taken within twelve months of The Shoot,
excluding August, festive period and rugby internationals.

Two night luxury break for four at Kinloch House
Kinloch House is a special place in
which to relax and enjoy some of
Scotland’s wonderful countryside
and excellent cuisine. Set in 25
acres of Perthshire woodland and
parkland near Blairgowrie, the
elegant house provides a friendly,
welcoming atmosphere which
helps guests feel right at home.
It is within easy reach of some
of Scotland’s best estates for
shooting and fishing and the Land
Rover Experience centre is nearby,
offering off-road exhilaration to thrill seekers. For those looking to
take things a bit slower you can enjoy a leisurely stroll around the
grounds where you will spot an array of wildlife, flora and fauna.
This two night break is for four people and includes dinner, bed and
breakfast. To be taken within 12 months of The Shoot, subject to
availability, excluding the festive period and bank holidays.

Lot 78
Starting Bid: £800
Guide Price: £1,600
Donated by
Kinloch House
kinlochhouse.com

Luxury self-catering break for six at St Andrews Forest Lodges

Donated by
Phil Mulholland and
Bruce Linton
standrewsforestlodgesscotland.com

The lodge has an open plan lounge and kitchen area, and a
terrace with outdoor furniture to allow you to relax and take
in the nature and views that surround you. Additional features
include a private sauna and hot tub, perfect for long summer
evenings or short winter nights. This four night break is to be
taken Monday to Friday by end of July 2020, excluding the
festive period, Easter week and golf championships, subject to
availability. Pets are not permitted.

Luxury two night break at Fonab Castle for two

Lot 80
Starting Bid: £750
Guide Price: £1,750

Nestled in the heart of Highland
Perthshire, near Pitlochry, Fonab
Castle Hotel & Spa is a truly
unique five-star hotel. With two
nights’ luxury accommodation
Donated by
in the Penthouse, you and your
Fonab Castle Hotel & Spa
guest will experience unequivocal fonabcastlehotel.com
service and hospitality throughout
your stay beginning with Ruinart
champagne on arrival.
Dinner will be served in
Sandemans Fine Dining
Restaurant on one evening,
where you will enjoy a seven-course tasting menu. No trip to Fonab
is complete without a visit to the Spa and this relaxing short break
includes full use of the facilities - aroma room, sauna and steam
room, jacuzzi, monsoon shower and ice fountain. Also included are
full Scottish breakfast, newspapers and complimentary WiFi. To be
taken by end of June 2020. Accommodation is offered subject to
availability Monday to Friday.

Silent Auction - Holidays and Short Breaks

Just a few minutes’ drive
outside the bustling town of St
Andrews, with its abundance
of pubs, shops, restaurants
and golf courses, nestles a
wonderful collection of forest
lodges. You and your guests
will stay in the luxurious
Montgomerie Executive lodge
which accommodates up to
six people across three ensuite
bedrooms.

Lot 79
Starting Bid: £400
Guide Price: £800
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Overnight breaks for four in Edinburgh with dinner
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Kingsford Group and friends are
Donated by
delighted to support The Shoot
Kingsford Group
once again with their donation
and friends
of luxury overnight breaks in
Edinburgh for two couples.
Staying in their St Andrew Square
apartments, each couple will
have their own luxurious studio
apartment, furnished and equipped
to a high standard. The apartments
are situated in the heart of the city
and are just moments away from
Waverley Station and the exclusive Multrees Walk, making them
the perfect location for shopping, sightseeing or simply enjoying
the wide selection of bars and restaurants nearby. Prizes are to be
taken by 28th February 2020, excluding Christmas and New Year
plus weekends in August and December.

Overnight break with dinner at Hawksmoor
Overnight break for two couples with a £300 voucher for
dinner and drinks at the exclusive Hawksmoor steakhouse
restaurant and cocktail bar.

Overnight break with dinner at The Magnum
Overnight break for two couples with a voucher for a three
course dinner with welcome glass of bubbly and two bottles of
wine at The Magnum restaurant.

Hotel du Vin, St Andrews overnight break for two
Ideally located on The Scores, with
stunning views over St Andrews
Bay, Hotel du Vin is the perfect
base for a short break in the Home
of Golf. All rooms boast custommade beds with Egyptian cotton
sheets, monsoon showers and all
the little luxuries you would expect
from Hotel du Vin. Your prize
includes breakfast and is valid
from October 2019 to March 2020,
excluding the festive period and
special events.

Lot 81
Starting Bid: £350
Guide Price: £700
Lot 82
Starting Bid: £300
Guide Price: £550

Lot 83
Starting Bid: £125
Guide Price: £250
Donated by
Hotel du Vin,
St Andrews
hotelduvin.com

Weekend break in London with flights for two

Glamping at Craigduckie Shepherds Hut for a family of four
Enjoy two nights’ glamping at
Craigduckie, near Dunfermline.
The shepherds huts are finished
to an exceptionally high standard
with everything you need including
shower room, kitchen and a wood
burning stove. A fold down double
bed converts to a dining area and
the fold down bunk beds are suitable
for children. A tour of the farm is
also included. To be taken within six
months subject to availability.

Two night break for two at Apex City Quay Hotel, Dundee
Enjoy a visit to the City of Discovery
this autumn with a two night break at
Apex City Quay Hotel & Spa.
The Apex is just a ten-minute stroll
from some of Dundee’s most popular
cultural attractions and your prize
also includes admission tickets to two
of the city’s top visitor attractions:
the RRS Discovery where you can
learn about Scott and Shackleton’s
expedition to Antarctica and Verdant
Works where you can relive the story of Dundee’s industrial textile
heritage. Prize to be taken by 30th November 2019.

Lot 84
Starting Bid: £350
Guide Price: £700
Donated by

Loganair and
Hilton London Kensington
loganair.co.uk

Lot 85
Starting Bid: £125
Guide Price: £250
Donated by

Malcolm and Helen Taylor
and Craigduckie Shepherds
Huts

craigduckie.co.uk

Lot 86
Starting Bid: £125
Guide Price: £250
Donated by
Apex City Quay,
RRS Discovery and
Verdant Works
apexhotels.co.uk

Silent Auction - Holidays and Short Breaks

Enjoy a weekend break for two
people in London with direct flights
from Dundee and two nights’ luxury
accommodation. Loganair operates
a regular service from Dundee to
London Stansted, with excellent
flight times to make the most of
your weekend in the capital city.
Your base will be the four-star Hilton
London Kensington, ideally located
in the leafy district of Holland Park.
To be taken by mid May 2020,
subject to availability.
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Silent Auction -Holidays and Short Breaks

Dinner, bed and breakfast for two at Malmaison, Dundee
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Ideally located on Dundee’s
up-and-coming Waterfront,
Malmaison is the perfect base
for exploring the city. This prize
offers an overnight break for
two with breakfast, staying in
a fabulous Mal Suite with large
sleigh bed, roll top bath and
stunning Tay views.

Lot 87
Starting Bid: £150
Guide Price: £300
Donated by
Malmaison, Dundee
malmaison.com

A bottle of champagne will be on
ice for your arrival and dinner is
also included. To be taken by end
of January 2020.

Holiday cottage for four near Dunkeld
Set within an eight acre estate
near Dunkeld, this stunning two
bedroom, two bathroom cottage
could be your home-from-home
from Sunday 3rd to Saturday
9th November 2019. The perfect
place for a pre-Christmas break
with family or friends, it’s ideally
located for exploring rural
Perthshire. The cottage is well
equipped with log burners, an
AGA and beautiful gardens.
Well behaved pets are welcome.

Overnight at Fairmont, St Andrews for two
The 520 acre five-star Fairmont
St Andrews resort encapsulates
luxury, elegance and truly
breath-taking surroundings in
the ‘Home of Golf’, with stunning
cliff top views of St Andrews and
the North Sea. This overnight
break for two includes full
Scottish breakfast and use of
the spa facilities. To be taken by
the end of July 2020, excluding
Saturdays and the festive period.

Lot 88
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £500
Donated by

clockworkremovals.co.uk

Lot 89
Starting Bid: £200
Guide Price: £400
Donated by
Fairmont St Andrews
fairmont.com

Long weekend at Silverwood Resort for four

Dinner, bed and breakfast at Balsporran
Set adjacent to the river Truim
amidst spectacular Highland
scenery, this dinner, bed and
breakfast package for two at
the highly acclaimed Balsporran
B&B offers a peaceful retreat for
two in the heart of Dalwhinnie.
Your prize also includes a tour of
Dalwhinnie Distillery where you will
see traditional distilling and get an
opportunity to sample the whisky.
To be taken by May 2020.

Dinner, bed and breakfast for two at Dunkeld House Hotel
Enjoy nature, tranquillity and
Scottish scenery at its very best
with an overnight break at Dunkeld
House Hotel. Nestled amidst 280
acres of beautiful gardens and
woodland, a break at this four-star
country hotel can be as relaxing
or action-packed as you want it to
be. During your break you will be
treated to the very best in Scottish
hospitality with dinner, bed and
breakfast included. To be taken by
mid June 2020.

Donated by
Roy and Ann Sim
silverwoodlodges.co.uk

Lot 91
Starting Bid: £80
Guide Price: £160
Donated by
Balsporran B&B and
Dalwhinnie Distillery
balsporranbedandbreakfast.co.uk

Lot 92
Starting Bid: £75
Guide Price: £150
Donated by
Dunkeld House Hotel

Silent Auction - Holidays and Short Breaks

Silverwood is a new luxury
holiday resort, set in the tranquil
surroundings of Carse of Gowrie,
between Perth and Dundee. This
luxurious Spa lodge sleeps up
to four people and comes with
its own spa bath, terrace and
spectacular views across the
countryside. It can be yours for a
long weekend and includes trout
fly fishing on a catch and release
basis. To be taken within six
months of The Shoot.

Lot 90
Starting Bid: £270
Guide Price: £535

dunkeldhousehotel.co.uk
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Premium quality kitchen worth £10,000

Kitchen Stori offers you a choice of six different
kitchen collections which will cover all tastes,
traditional or modern: Belgravia, Jefferson,
Madison, Wakefield, Strada Matte or Gloss
and Zola Matte or Gloss. All are available in
an extensive range of colours with an array of
accessories, handles and lighting to choose
from.
Your prize is based on a kitchen with up to 6
metres of base units and 4 metres of wall units
including consultation, design and delivery
(excludes fitting). In addition, the following are
included: one bank of four soft closing drawers
and one bank of two saucepan drawers from
Blum with lifetime guarantee; market leading
Franke stainless steel bowl sink and taps;
lighting for under wall units; cornice and light
pelmet and premium quality high pressure
40mm laminate worktops from leading German
manufacturer Duropal.

Key features of your
high quality kitchen
include: soft closing
110o adjustable
hinges; exceptional quality 18mm rigid cam
and dowelled floor and wall cabinets from
Grade A melamine in a choice of woodgrains
or ivory; cabinets all finished with 1mm PVC
fully waterproof edging and 18mm solid back;
base units all fitted with plastic adjustable feet
to avoid damage in the event of water spillage;
and all exposed panels and plinth of high
quality and colour matched.
All kitchen range frontals are manufactured
in Italy and offer incredible quality and
versatility. All drawers and hinges come with
the manufacturers’ lifetime guarantee and
all cabinets and doors come with a five year
guarantee (Ts and Cs apply).
Appliances are not included however the
Kitchen Stori Dealer would be delighted to
provide a quote for supply and installation of
appliances and additional units or upgrade to
a different style.
Donated by Uform

Silent Auction - Food and Drink

Award winning kitchen, door and component
manufacturer Uform is delighted to offer a
fitted kitchen from its popular Kitchen Stori
brand. Uform’s consumer brand is offered
through an approved network of specialist
Kitchen Stori retailers throughout the UK
and Ireland.

Lot 93
Starting Bid: £5,000
Guide Price: £10,000
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Silent Auction -Food and Drink

Kinrara Highland Distillery tour & overnight stay for four

81

Kinrara Highland Distillery
is nestled in 12,000 acres of
Cairngorms National Park, just
outside Aviemore. It is one
of Scotland’s newest micro
distilleries and prides itself on
creating handcrafted small
batch gin using flora and fauna
from the estate itself. From the
distillation of the gin right down
to the bottling, everything is
lovingly done by hand and this
prize offers four people the
chance to see how the gin is
made with a private tour of the distillery and guided tasting, as
well as six bottles of Kinrara Highland Dry Gin to take home.

Lot 94
Starting Bid: £250
Guide Price: £500
Donated by
Kinrara Highland Distillery
kinraradistillery.com

Overnight accommodation in a local hotel is also included,
giving you the ideal opportunity to explore Aviemore and the
surrounding area. To be taken within 12 months of The Shoot.

Private Pickering’s Gin Party for 16 people

Lot 95
Starting Bid: £500
Guide Price: £1,000

When Pickering’s opened
Summerhall distillery in 2013
it was the first exclusive gin
distillery to be established in
Donated by
Edinburgh City for over 150
years. The brand has gone
Pickering’s Gin Distillery
from strength to strength
pickeringsgin.com
and distillery owners Marcus
Pickering and Matt Gammell
are delighted to offer a very
special gin experience at
Summerhall for up to 16 people.
With Mr Pickering as your host, the evening will begin with a gin
and fizz reception, followed by a private VIP tour and gin tasting.
Guests will have the chance to taste the brand’s more exclusive
gins, including the sought after 3 Queens collection only normally
available to try on a Cunard ship and Britannia Gin, available only
on the Royal Yacht. The evening will draw to a close slowly with
expertly mixed gin cocktails. To be taken within 12 months, on a
date to be mutually agreed.

Lindores Abbey experience for eight

Dinner at Michael Smith’s Loch Bay Restaurant
In early 2016, Inverness-born
chef Michael Smith opened
his own restaurant, Loch Bay,
and within 18 months was
awarded a Michelin Star. As of
the 2019 Michelin Guide, Loch
Bay is the only Michelin-starred
restaurant in the Highlands and
Islands. Situated in Stein on the
Waternish peninsula of Skye, the
restaurant is small, welcoming
and comfortable. Described
as “contemporary Scottish
with classic French influences”,
the food is quite simply delicious combining great ingredients,
perfect cooking and beautiful but unfussy presentation. As a
previous celebrity chef at The Shoot, Michael is delighted to offer
dinner for two guests from either the Dinner Menu or Fruits de
Mer Tasting Menu, which he will personally cook for you. A bottle
of house wine is also included. To be taken within 12 months of
The Shoot.

Donated by
Lindores Abbey Distillery

lindoresabbeydistillery.com

Lot 97
Starting Bid: £130
Guide Price: £250
Donated by
Loch Bay Restaurant
lochbay-restaurant.co.uk

Silent Auction - Food and Drink

This is truly a unique day
out at the spiritual home
of Scotch Whisky, Lindores
Abbey, which has been revived
after 523 years. Described as
‘a pilgrimage for the whisky
lover’ by acclaimed whisky
writer Michael Jackson, you
and your guests will experience
something completely different
in the Apothecary. You will each
make your own version of Aqua
Vitae, a botanical spirit; the first
of which was made at Lindores
back in 1494. You will record your bespoke recipe for posterity
into the leather-bound ledger before hand-labelling your own
20cl bottle to take away and enjoy. Your day will conclude with
a two-course lunch served in the beautiful surroundings of the
Legacy Bar, with its glorious views of Lindores Abbey and the
River Tay beyond. Prize to be taken by end of March 2019, on a
date to be mutually agreed.

Lot 96
Starting Bid: £400
Guide Price: £800
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edwinjamesgroup.co.uk

Dinner for two with a restaurant critic

Private dinner for six at The Court House, Kinross
The Court House Coffee Bar &
Restaurant is the perfect place to
share great food with family and
friends in relaxed, contemporary
surroundings. Based in the
former court house buildings
in Kinross, the restaurant has a
unique private dining area, The
Vault, which can be yours for a
three course meal for six, served
with two bottles of house wine.
To be taken Sunday to Friday by
end of January 2020.

Lunch for four at the Peat Inn
One of Scotland’s most
enchanting restaurants, The Peat
Inn offers indulgent Michelin
starred dining in a relaxed and
stylish setting, just a few miles
outside St Andrews. The prize is
for four people to enjoy a three
course lunch from the menu of
the day, which uses the seasons
as a guide in selecting the finest
Scottish ingredients. Valid until
end of May 2020.

Donated by
Richard Bath at
Scottish Field
scottishfield.co.uk

Lot 99
Starting Bid: £120
Guide Price: £240
Donated by
The Court House
courthousekinross.com

Silent Auction - Food and Drink

A rare opportunity to join award
winning journalist and editor of
Scottish Field, Richard Bath, on
a review of one of Scotland’s
restaurants. Over dinner and
wine he will share tips of the
trade and collate your thoughts
on the restaurant along with
his own, which will then appear
in a review for Scottish Field
magazine. Prize to be taken
within 12 months with date and
location to be agreed.

Lot 98
Starting Bid: £100
Guide Price: £200

Lot 100
Starting Bid: £50
Guide Price: £100
Donated by
The Peat Inn
thepeatinn.co.uk
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Silent Auction -Food and Drink

Afternoon Tea for four at Gleneagles

Treat yourself and three friends to
afternoon tea at world renowned
Gleneagles Hotel – the ideal
way to celebrate a birthday or
Donated by
special occasion. Afternoon tea
is served in the Glendevon Room,
GS Group
which has stunning views over
gs-group.com
the gardens and Ochil Hills, and
the menu includes a selection
of quintessential sweet and
savoury items that can be enjoyed
alongside a selection of teas. To be
taken by April 2021.

Afternoon Tea for two at Cringletie House Hotel
Henry James once said “There are
few hours in life more agreeable
than the hour dedicated to the
ceremony known as afternoon
tea”, a sentiment that’s very true
of afternoon tea at Cringletie
House near Peebles. Delicately
created sandwiches, deliciously
warmed scones and an array of
cakes and biscuits will be served,
accompanied by a wide choice of
teas and coffees. To be taken by
end April 2020.

Afternoon Tea for two at Norton House Hotel
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Lot 101
Starting Bid: £100
Guide Price: £200

Set in spectacular grounds on the
outskirts of Edinburgh, Norton
House provides the perfect
backdrop for afternoon tea.
A selection of freshly prepared
sandwiches, warm scones,
miniature cakes, pastries and a
wide choice of teas will be served
in the contemporary surroundings
of the dining room overlooking the
green lawns and grounds beyond.
Valid until end of November 2019.

Lot 102
Starting Bid: £20
Guide Price: £40
Donated by
Cringletie House Hotel
cringletie.com

Lot 103
Starting Bid: £20
Guide Price: £50
Donated by
Norton House Hotel
handpickedhotels.co.uk

Afternoon tea for four at Hettie’s Tearoom, Pitlochry

Lot 104
Starting Bid: £40
Guide Price: £75

A day for four at the Nick Nairn Cook School
Nick’s TV career spans two
decades and it shows in every
class. A cooking experience
at the Nick Nairn Cook School
caters for every level and every
taste. Informal and fun, with
plenty of great food and wine
- no matter what kind of cook
you are when you arrive, you’re
guaranteed to go away fired up
with new ideas to recreate in
your own home.
This prize offers a day at the
Cook School in Lake of Menteith for four people with the man
himself, Nick Nairn. Choose a date and menu from the wide
selection available including New Scottish Cookery, Desert Island
Dishes, Asian Adventure, Nick’s India and Fish ‘n’ Tips, and let the
fun begin. To be taken by August 2020.

Lot 105
Starting Bid: £350
Guide Price: £720
Donated by
Nick Nairn Cook School
nicknairncookschool.com

Silent Auction - Food and Drink

Afternoon tea is a joyful
celebration of hot drinks,
delicious bites to eat and good
company. It’s a way to press
pause and relax, and spend
Donated by
time with someone special; this
Hettie’s Tearoom
voucher for afternoon tea for
hettiesteas.co.uk
four at Hettie’s Tearoom Pitlochry
gives you the opportunity to do
just that. Hettie’s is the jewel in
the crown of Perthshire’s cafe,
restaurant and tearoom culture.
To be taken by end of July 2020.
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Tasting menu for four at Tattu, Edinburgh

Tattu Edinburgh opens its doors
this autumn, in the heart of The
Registers, just off St Andrew
Square. This prize offers a four
course tasting menu, ideal for a
Donated by
family celebration or an evening
Tattu
out with friends. Tattu delivers
tattu.co.uk
contemporary Chinese cuisine,
fusing traditional flavours with
modern cooking methods and
exquisite presentation to create a
unique dining experience. To be
taken within 12 months of opening.

Sunday lunch for two at The Newport Restaurant
The Newport is situated in the
heart of Newport on Tay and Chef
Patron is Jamie Scott, winner
of BBC MasterChef 2014. Jamie
and his team aim to create a
destination, a unique visit and
dining experience and this prize
offers two people the opportunity
to dine at this award winning
restaurant with a three course
lunch from the Sparkling Sunday
menu. To be taken by end of
May 2020.

Dinner for four at Finsbay Flatiron with Alastair Kellock
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Lot 106
Starting Bid: £80
Guide Price: £160

Finsbay Flatiron is situated
in Glasgow’s West End and
specialises in flat iron steaks
and hearty pub grub. Known for
its vibrant atmosphere, rugby
fans flock here before and
after Glasgow Warriors games.
Rugby internationalists Alastair
Kellock and Stuart Hogg own the
restaurant and ‘Big Al’ will host
you and your guests for a three
course dinner with wine.
To be taken by August 2020.

Lot 107
Starting Bid: £40
Guide Price: £75
Donated by
The Newport
thenewportrestaurant.co.uk

Lot 108
Starting Bid: £200
Guide Price: £400
Donated by
Alastair Kellock &
Stuart Hogg
finsbay.com

A day at the races with lunch in the Tay Bistro

A case of James Keiller Estates Dundee Dry Gin
Inspired by the marmalade
made by the Keiller family in
the late 18th century, James
Keiller Estates Dundee Dry Gin
has been infused with Seville
oranges, evoking flavours
of the classic conserve, with
porcelain bottles like the original
marmalade packaging. A case
of six bottles of this delicious
gin could be all yours to drink
and enjoy with your friends and
family on any occasion.

Luxury leather drinks case
The ultimate bar for people on the go,
this top quality trunk can carry up to
four bottles of wine or spirits and four
glasses. It also has an integrated ice
bucket and tongs, a leather corkscrew
and bottle opener. Designed in dark
grey leather, it’s perfect to have on
display at home yet compact enough
to carry with you.
Why not pop it in the boot of your car
for guests to enjoy a tipple in the field?

Donated by
Perth Racecourse

Lot 110
Starting Bid: £100
Guide Price: £200
Donated by
James Keiller Estates
Dundee Dry Gin

Silent Auction - Food and Drink

A day at the races is unlike
any other and Perth has built a
reputation for fantastic racing,
a thrilling atmosphere, beautiful
surroundings and the best of
Scottish hospitality. This prize
offers four tickets to a race day
in 2020 with three course lunch
in The Tay Bistro. The table
is yours to enjoy throughout
the afternoon with bar service
available. Subject to availability,
excluding Ladies Day.

Lot 109
Starting Bid: £120
Guide Price: £240

Lot 111
Starting Bid: £400
Guide Price: £800
Donated by
Laurence Hawley
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The trusted provider
of Annual Reports and
Shareholder/Investor
Communications

Helping you improve
board communications
and corporate
governance

Perivan Financial is dedicated to producing
shareholder and investor documentation for
publicly listed companies. We are trusted by
over 100 companies to produce their Annual
and Interim Reports.

Virtualboardroom® is a board portal which
allows you, very securely, to collaborate with
others in the compilation of the board pack
and share that and other key board information
with directors.

Creation - Production - Distribution
We cover all stages;

The directors can view their documents in hard copy
printed format, on any electronic device or through our
dedicated VBR App, for iPad viewing and annotation.

l
l
l
l
l
l

Design
Typesetting
Printing
Registrar Liaison
Mailing
Web PDF’s and E-Communications

Boardpack® is a tool that sits within the portal which,
very quickly, takes all your report files; Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, and PDF – and brings them together into
one consolidated board pack.

www.perivan.co.uk
2 Lochrin Square, 96 FountainBridge, Edinburgh EH3 9QA T: 0131 514 1111
21 Worship Street, London EC2A 2DW T: 020 7562 2200

A bottle of The Dalmore Cigar Malt Reserve

A bottle of 12yr old Adelphi, Linkwood distilled whisky
Adelphi is Scotland’s most
acclaimed bottler of rare single
cask and limited edition single
malt whisky. This limited batch
release was distilled at Linkwood
and is one of only 1478 bottles
available.
The tasting notes describe
custard tarts and crème caramel
with a side of baked toffee
apples plus Curly Wurly and
Crunchie bars topped with a hint
of stem ginger to finish.

Case of fine French wines
Scotland’s oldest wine merchant,
Cockburns of Leith, has kindly
donated this mixed case of
French wine which includes:
two bottles of Clos Floridène, a
dry white Graves; two bottles of
Reserve Vintage Claret; and two
bottles of Château Canon,
a Bordeaux wine from the
Saint-Émilion appellation.
Each wine has been specially
selected for its exceptional
quality and taste.

Donated by
The Dalmore
thedalmore.com

Lot 113
Starting Bid: £30
Guide Price: £60
Donated by
Adelphi Distillery
adelphiselection.com

Silent Auction - Food and Drink

The Cigar Malt Reserve from
The Dalmore Principal Collection
is the perfect accompaniment
to the finest cigars. Matured in
American white oak ex-bourbon
casks, Matusalem oloroso
sherry casks and Cabernet
Sauvignon barriques, it was
originally developed to be the
perfect accompaniment to cigar
smoking, however this Dalmore
can be equally enjoyed by
non-smokers and smokers alike.

Lot 112
Starting Bid: £35
Guide Price: £70

Lot 114
Starting Bid: £60
Guide Price: £120
Donated by
Cockburns of Leith
cockburnsofleith.co.uk
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s CHRIS STEWART (right) with
PETER HORNE. Chris Stewart has been
part of The Shoot family since he was
a boy. Having cleaned out the kennels
at Finderlie as a teenager, Chris is now
building an amazing hotel business,
which includes The Edinburgh Grand
on St Andrew Square. His latest venture
sees him create apartments quite
literally fit for royalty.

s

JONATHAN TWEEDIE
Brewin’ (Dolphin) up his first
cup of coffee for the day, we’re
delighted to have Jonathan
Tweedie’s team as our new
sponsor of the Tented Village.
Welcome on board
Brewin Dolphin!

Scene Around
at The Shoot...
s

SCOTT GAFFNEY
(right) whose company,
Hydroscot has all
manner of energy
systems including the
very latest hydropanels
to provide drinking
water in remote areas
- a shooting hut in the
Highlands, a holiday
home in Europe, but
just not for your whisky
when you can’t quite
get to the bar.
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RICHARD MARSHAM,
ROGER WHITE and LAWSON
MUNCASTER (from left) are
Shoot regulars. Together they
set the Barr high – Roger for
sponsoring the soft drinks, the
Leith Agency’s Richard for his
creative input with the brochure
and Lawson for keeping us all in
stitches!

s

Gallery

s

GEORGE STEEL (right) with KAREN
and PETER SHAND. Bon Viveur and
lover of all life’s pleasures, George Steel
has not only been a very welcome
guest at The Shoot for a many years,
but he is also the man responsible for
keeping the wine flowing, as our wine
sponsor. Cheers George!

DAN BROWN and BILL DUNNETT
(from left) With an insatiable ability
to party, there is never a dull moment
with these guys around. We love them
for their incredible generosity and
tremendous support for The Shoot.

Gallery

s PAUL WARWICK, SANDY BROWN,

s KEVIN FLETCHER (left) with
his son BLAIR FLETCHER and
friend ALLAN MacDIARMID. Let
the fun be-Gin! This year’s drinks
reception is sponsored by Kevin
Fletcher’s Kinrara Highland Gin – a
new venture for an old friend of The
Shoot, who always brings a great
spirit to the day.

“It’s more fun
than Christmas!”

s JACKIE GILMOUR with
PAULINE McGEEVOR and LISA
GIOVE (from left) The queen of
sunglasses, a drama queen and
the Highland dancing queen; The
Shoot couldn’t function without
Jackie’s style advice, Pauline’s
tireless organisation and Lisa’s
indefatigable enthusiasm.

Sandy Brown

NICK NAIRN (left) More than
just our long standing celebrity
chef, more than just a fabulous
entertainer, Nick Nairn is our great
friend and supporter, and we
are extremely grateful to him for
finding time away from his Cook
School in the Trossachs and his
new restaurant in Bridge of Allan
to join us.

s

pictured with daughter Shannon (back
centre) and the rest of the Bridgend
Aggregates team at the tented village.

DONAL McCLOY (left) Shooters
need guns and we have the best on
display at The Shoot thanks to our
great supporter Donal McCloy.

s

s WILSON STRACHAN (back right)
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Special Thanks
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The incredibly talented team from Wilde Thyme for providing the
exceptional catering at The Shoot
Grant Yorke, Trustee of The Shoot Charitable Trust and our Director of
Shooting for his invaluable support with the competition
Willie Allan MBE, Trustee of The Shoot Charitable Trust for entertaining us
with the auction
Yorkes of Dundee for donating the breakfast meats, steak & gravy pies and
the best fillet steak in Scotland for our lunch
Arnold Clark for donating the prize Mercedes A Class for the raffle
Brewin Dolphin for sponsoring the Tented Village
Our stand sponsors: Bridgend Aggregates, CR Smith, Edwin James Group,
James Keiller Estates, James Paterson & Sons, Kinrara Highland Distillery,
Knight Property Group, McCloys, Texo and Yorkes of Dundee
Keith and Lisa Neilson for their generous support
Bentley Edinburgh for the luxury car display
Kinrara Scottish Highland Dry Gin for sponsoring the drinks reception
Our ‘Great Food Guys’ Nick Nairn and Dougie Vipond for entertaining us
with their cookery demonstrations
Nadia Alexander and the team from Holland Cooper for hosting our
fashion show
The Leith Agency for its design work with the brochure
George Steel for sponsoring the wine
The Christie Family and Auchterhouse Country Sports team for their
invaluable support before and during the event
Our trusty electrician, Jock McGuff for giving up his time to provide the
electrics for The Shoot
Donal McCloy for donating the clays
Kitchens International for providing the kitchen demo bench

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pauline McGeevor for her tremendous help with the organisation of the event
Our support crew: Andrew Sorbie, Calum Eadie, Charles Corkery,
Jamie Corkery, Kieran Dodds, Liam Foster, Ryan Foster and Valdek Pluskota
Our wonderful Team Helpers: Alexandra Eadie, Carol Kennedy,
Charlie Stewart, Clare Stewart, Donna Bednarek, Donna Reynolds,
Faye Lambley, Fiona Herrell, Fiona McCluskey, Gemma Pirnie McDonald,
Jackie Gilmour, Jennifer Eadie, Joanna Aithie, Joanna Maclaine,
Katie Ketterick, Katrina Morrison, Kerry Robertson, Lianne MacLennan,
Lisa Giove, Liz McKay, Lyn Wilson, Marie-Jane Gray, Melissa Hynd,
Sarah Curran, Sarah Eadie, Sophie Grealis and Suzie Grieve
Stephen Hewitt and his team from Dundee Academy of Beauty
Pauline Comrie and the stylists from HB4 Hair Salon
Kevin Eadie and his crew for providing excellent sound & vision
Stirling Optical for its support with the prize sunglasses
AG Barr plc for donating the soft drinks
Lesley & Ciaran Donald, our wonderful photographers
Oli Bryce for allowing us to use his photographs in the brochure
Laurence Hawley for his help with auction prizes and team host uniforms
Annie Long, Blythe Crawford, Carol Kennedy, David Reid, Donna Bednarek,
Elaine McKenzie, Lisa Giove, Marie-Jane Gray and Shirley Linton for their
help with auction prizes
Vicky Axelson for her design input
Perivan for printing the brochure and sponsoring the scorecards
Enterprise Rent a Car and Enterprise Flex-E-Rent for their support with
hire vehicles
Alex Campbell from North Road Garage for his help with transport
Mary McCallum for her help at The Flush
Lee and the team from The Pear Tree Restaurant for the morning cakes
George Christie for donating the delicious Myreton of Claverhouse
strawberries for dessert
Gardiners of Scotland for donating the butter tablet
Graham Smith, Derry Purves and Ian Johnston for their help with transport
and logistics
Finally to all the companies and individuals who have donated prizes to our
auction and for our prizewinners

The Shoot
Charitable Trust

Trustees:
Willie Allan MBE, Fay Bancewicz, Grant Yorke and Gerard Eadie CBE
The Shoot Charitable Trust
Registered charity number SC043305
All proceeds from The Shoot 2019 will be donated to:

The man in the blue and white van
from

Auchterhouse
to
Skye

●
●

Bespoke windows and doors, conservatories, sunrooms and orangeries.
Call 0800 200 444 or visit crsmith.co.uk

CR Smith, Gardeners Street, Dunfermline, KY12 0RN. Registered in Scotland

.

●

Replacement Double Glazed Units ● Conservatory Roof Upgrades
Draughts & Seals ● Replacement Locks, Handles & Hinges
Conservatory Cleaning & Repairs ● Internal Finishes

from

fix@crsmith.co.uk I 0800 977 8800 I crsmith.co.uk/fix
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